
EC 50. Christianity and Culture (1984 )

Mid-Term Examination

YOUR NAME

I

.

True or False (Mark T or F in left margin )

.

1. A good simple definition of culture is "the total life-way and mentality of

a people".
2. The major contribution of U.S. Protestant missions to cultural anthropology

studies has been in the field of linguistics.

3. It is wrong for Christians to work for change in another culture.

4. Cross-cultural communication starts with the local culture's felt needsi,

not the outsider's solutions!
5. Culture is religiously neutral.

5. The most accurate measure of cultural differences is race.

7. The world's two largest races numerically, judged by color, are the yellow

and the black.

8. There are almost as many Christians in the world, statistically, as Muslims,

Hindus and Buddhists combined.

II. Completion (Fill in the blanks ).

1. Two approved ways of adjusting to new cultures are empathy and

2. The locus of culture is

3. Three differing schools of anthropology are (1) cultural evolutionary,

(2) ,
and (3)

4. Two vital theological affirmations, says Niebuhr, are indispensable for a

balanced Christian attitude towards culture: a doctrine of

a doctrine of the radical nature of .

5. Reacting against the culture of his age, wrote, "What has

Jerusalem to do with Athens?".

6. Richard Niebuhr analyzes the relationship between Christianity and culture
in terms of five categories. Name them:

1
.

2

.

3.

4.

5.

III. Write briefly on ONE (only one) of the following two questions :

1. Examine in some detail one of Niebuhr's five types of Christ/Culture
relationships. Give an example from the N.T., if possible, and from
early church history.

2. Comment on religion as a factor in cultural difference and conflict. What
are the most statistically I'Christian" cohtinents in percentage of

population (using the UN category of 7 or 8 continents). Which one is

the least Chrstian?
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Global Table I. CHRISTIANS AMONG THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD, AD 30-2000.

Year AD 30 100 500 1000 1500 1800 1900 1980 1985 2000

I . Christians anil population

Population (millions) 169.7 181.5 193.4 269.2 425.3 902.6 1619.9 4373.9 4781.1 6259.6
Christians (millions) 0.0 1.0 43.4 50.4 81.0 208.2 558.1 1432.7 1548.6 2019.9
% Christian 0.0 0.6 22.4 18.7 19.0 23.1 34.4 32.8 32.4 32.3

2. Christians by race, %
Australoid 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.6
Capoid 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Caucasoid 99.9 99.9 97.0 90 0 98.7 91.0 88.7 70.0 68.2 63.0
Mongoloid 0.0 0.0 3.0 10.0 1.0 6.0 i 6.6 11.2 11.8 13.1
Negroid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 3.0 ' 4.6 18.3 19.5 23.2

3. Christians by colour, %
Black 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 3.0 4.5 18 0 19.3 22.9
Brown 0.0 0.5 1.4 2.4 1.5 3.0 5.1 10 8 1 1.6 13.0
Grey 0 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3

Red 0 0 0 0 0.1 3.0 1.7 3.1 3.3 3.8

Tan 95.0 69.5 59.5 28.6 4 8 2.2 5.0 10 6 1 1.0 11.8
White 5.0 30.0 38.1 610 92.6 86.5 81.1 50.5 47.4 39.8
Yellow 0 0 1.0 8.0 0.7 2.3 2.5 6.8 7.2 8.4
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EC 50 CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE

Mr. Moffett

CALENDAR AND OUTLINE

(Tentative)

Jan. 31. Introduction: Christian Interaction with Non-Christian Cultures.
A preliminary statement of theological position.

Feb. 2. Introduction: Two Aspects of Culture: Particulars and Universals.

Feb. 3. Discussion: Luzbetak, Church and Cultures (Chap. I, "The

^ Missionary Apostolate in Cultural Context")

Feb. 7. Thr finrJawt Churrh and its Cultural Environment*— the First Two

^ Hundred Yea-rs.
fju- ' st P

Feb. 9. AXla-s-sie Analysis o^-Gliristiani ty/Cul ture Relations: Richard
Mlebohr 1

s Ctir4s~t—a» td~Co4 ture

.

Feb. 10. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap II, "The Nature and Scope of Applied
Missionary Anthropology".

Feb. 14. Ulia4-^5r£u444H’a?" \ULpu*

Feb. 16. A Personal Cultural Pilgrimage (G.ll.)

Feb. 17. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. Ill, "The Nature of Culture: A

Design for Living".

^ \LUwv X.

.

Feb. 21. Tha-EarTy Aslan . CJhijjxii-Aod Its. Approaciies to Culture.

Feb. 23. Some-AntT*rapaTogical Analyses of EoRtire.
Paul Hiebert
Ruth Benedict
Morris E. Opler, etc.

Feb. 24.

Feb. 28.

March 1

.

March 2.

Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. IV, "The Nature of Culture: Culture
and the Individual".

South Asian Cultural Dynamics (Indonesia). (G.P.)

African f.u.Un ra4-8yaaittle»:

—

A CWiAc

Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. V, "The Nature of Culture: Culture
and Society".

March 6. MID-TERM EXAMINATION

7
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EC 50 CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE
Mr. Moffett

CALENDAR AND OUTLINE

(Tentative)

Jan. 31. Introduction: Christian Interaction with Non-Christian Cultures.
A preliminary statement of theological position.

Feb. 2. Introduction: Two Aspects of Culture: Particulars and Universals.

Feb. 3. Discussion: Luzbetak, Church and Cultures (Chap. I, "The
Missionary Apostolate in Cultural Context")

Feb. 7. The Ancient Church and its Cultural Environment: the First Two
Hundred Years.

Feb. 9. A Classic Analysis of Christianity/Culture Relations: Richard
Niebuhr's Christ and Culture.

Feb. 10. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap II, "The Nature and Scope of Applied
Missionary Anthropology".

Feb. 14. What Is Culture?"

Feb. 16. A Personal Cultural Pilgrimage (G.H.)

Feb. 17. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. Ill, "The Nature of Culture: A

Design for Living".

Feb. 21. The Early Asian Church and Its Approaches to Culture.

Feb. 23. Some Anthropological Analyses of Culture.
Paul Hiebert
Ruth Benedict
Morris E. Opler, etc.

Feb. 24. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. IV, "The Nature of Culture: Culture
and the Individual".

Feb. 28. South Asian Cultural Dynamics (Indonesia). (G . P
.

)

March 1

.

African Cultural Dynamics. (G.H.)

March 2. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. V, "The Nature of Culture: Culture
and Society".

March 6. MID-TERM EXAMINATION
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FIELD BASED LEARNING IN WORLD RELIGIONS
Association of Professors of Missions
Chicago/June / 1985
Dr. George W. Braswell
Professor of Missions and World Religions
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

Introduction

For the past four years I have held a Practicum in World

Religions in Washington, D.C. Each year there have been 40/

50 seminarians enrolled for two hours of academic credit.

^

The students and I have lived in community in a Baptist

church in the inner city for eight days, sleeping and eating

in the church. Each day we have ventured across the city to

various world religion communities spending three to four

hours in participant-observant roles in seminars, worship

services, and fellowship meals with both lea'ders and members.

Communities of Hindus, Buddhists, Muslims, Jews, and Baha'i

have been visited.

Prerequisites for the practicum have been a course in

world religions or some qualitative experience of living in a

cross cultural context, supported by readings in world reli-

gions. One may ask, what is the rationale for field based

learning in world religions? I would respond with observa-

tions which include my personal background, training, and

experience; which include the context of religious pluralism;

and which include the needs of ministers and the functions of

ministry

.
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My Personal Background in Training and Experience

My professional and graduate training has been in the

fields of theology/missions and cultural anthropology. At

Yale University Divinity School I majored in missions. In a

parish church in Cullowhee, N. C., I ministered in the context

of the integration of American Cherokee Indians and American

Blacks in the early sixties. As an overseas missionary in

Iran from 1967 to 1974, I taught as the only non-Iranian and

non-Muslim on the Faculty of Islamic Theology of the University

of Teheran.

During semester breaks and summer occasions, I visited my

Muslim seminarians in their towns and villages, attending

their mosques for prayer and sermon and revival services. I

became acquainted with and spent some time in over twenty-

five mosque communities in participant-observation, dialogue,

and friendship relationships.

I earned the Doctrine of Ministry degree from Southeastern

Baptist Theological Seminary with a thesis/project of Ministry

Among Internationals and the Ph.D. degree in cultural anthropo-

logy from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

with the dissertation Religion and Politics In Iranian Shi 1 ah

Islam .

Living in Iran in a society composed of 98 percent Muslim

peoples encouraged a missionary to become centrifugal in

strategy. Also, training in anthropology encouraged one to

be field oriented, to seek informants, to study firsthand the

language and life of the people, to be present as much as
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possible among the people in their various settings, and to

be a participant-observer. Thus, my training and experience

have brought me into the milieu of the faith and traditions

of various peoples in their own habitats. 2 Also, for the

last ten summers I have supervised some 150 seminarians in

over twenty states in a ten week practicum in church planting,

starting new work in 'unchurched' areas of the major urban

and suburban corridors of the nation. This also has been

field based learning, often among ethnic and religious minority

groups

.

The Context of Religious Pluralism and Responses

The nation has become a mosaic of religious communities .

3

World religionists have streamed to the states as immigrants,

as internationals in universities and in business, and as

intentional missionaries for their philosophies, theologies,

and patterns of life. They number into the millions. Since

the World Parliament of Religions held in Chicago in 1893,

world religionists have been recognized in the states through

lectureships, appointments to university faculties, builders

of temples, mosques, and pagodas, publishers of books and

magazines for mass media influence, and leaders of worship,

meditation, and education in numbers of religious communities

and communes.

Some leaders such as swamis, monks, masters, and imams

have come from abroad to 'minister' to the needs of their own

nationals living in the states. Other leaders have come
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intentionally to begin virgin mission communities among

Americans whom hey have anticipated to be disenchanted with

American organized religion or in subcultures or drug addiction

or war protesters, or whom they think would turn toward

oriental philosophy and ways of life.

Periodically, in our seminary courses on campus on Roman

Catholicism and on Judaism, leaders from those communities

have visited our campus to teach them. Each year that I have

offered courses in world religions, leaders from diverse reli-

gious communities have been invited to class for discussions.

Components for learning contracts in my classes have included

case studies and interviews with world religionists. The

awareness level about world religionists among our students

and their parishioners has been heightened with the building

of mosques and Hare Krishna temples in their neighborhoods.

Thus, the context of religious pluralism in the nation has

seen a numerical, geographical, and visible intensity in the

last several decades.

World religionists from 'over there', whom the average

church person views as a target for overseas missions, has

become a mainstay on the American streets. These 'foreigners'

have not only brought their religions with them, but they

often desire to share it with others on the streets. Also,

Americans have developed interest and curiosity about world

religionists for several reasons; some seek to know the philo-

sophies and practices they follow for possible personal commit-

ment; others have had kin or friend to join a world religion
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community; others desire to understand why they have come to

the states, what is their appeal, and what are their possi-

bilities for the future. Some desire to witness among them.

A Sabbatical Proposal and Project

During 1980-81 I had a year of sabbatical leave. The Amer-

ican Association of Theological Schools awarded me a grant

based on a proposal for "The Development of Field-Based Learn-

ing in World Religions." In that proposal I stated that the

purposes of the project were to increase my own understanding

of the faith and practices of the various expressions of

select world religions and to formulate a curriculum model for

the integration of knowledge and experience gained from class-

room and field-based learning among peoples of various reli-

gious traditions.

Traditionally, world religions have been taught through

the use of library and classroom resources. I concluded that

the purpose of instruction in world religions in the Master

of Divinity curriculum was to equip church leadership for

more effective relationships with persons of a broad range of

religious cultures. Therefore, field-based learning offered

the hope for a greater integration between information and

practice and would better prepare students to relate to those

of other faiths in specific communities. Opportunities

existed for field-based learning, but they needed to be

defined, cultivated, and organized.

The outcomes I anticipated in the project were the follow-
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ing: ^

(1) To explore various expressions of world religions in
the ministry areas of Southeastern Seminary and to
make contact with the leadership and participants of
those expressions.

(2) To establish bridges of understanding and mutual
friendship between select groups of other religious
traditions and Southeastern Seminary that there
might be reciprocal exchanges between their laity-
clergy and our students-facuity

.

(3) To develop field-based learning opportunities among
select religious traditions so that Southeastern
students through questionnaires, interviews, partici-
pation-observation might interface theory with practice.

(4) To revise curriculum studies in my specialties of
World Religions, Cross Cultural Communication, and
Missions to include the preparation of and placement
of students in field-based learning experiences among
peoples of other religions.

(5) To enhance my own understanding and skills in relation
to groups from other religious traditions with whom I

have had little contact, and to work at a closer
interfacing of the theological and social scientific
disciplines from my background of theology and cultural
anthropology

.

Much time was spent in Washington, D. C., which was the

selected area for the project and proposed practicum, during

the sabbatical year. Preliminary visits were made to some

twenty religious leaders and their communities. Return visits

were made, and lengthy conversations were held, based on my

anticipated outcomes for the proposal. Twelve leaders and

their communities were chosen as primary possibilities for a

class session in a proposed Practicum in World Religions.

Extended conferences were held with these leaders as well as

visits to their community functions. From this research a

course proposal was drafted and was adopted by the faculty
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for the Practicum in World Religions. The first practicum

was held in Washington, D. C. in May, 1982.

The Practicum in World Religions

The Practicum in World Religions for four consecutive

years has been held in Washington, D. C.5 Arrangements with

leaders of the world religion communities are sometimes made

a year in advance. Students who are accepted into the

practicum attend an orientation session on campus. The

National Baptist Memorial Church, located on 16th street and

Columbia Road, has served as the lodging place. The church,

itself, is located two miles above the White House adjacent

to Black, Hispanic, and Haitian communities. It ministers to

all these groups within a predominant white membership. The

pastor of the church and staff members are available to us

during the week. Thus, together with having their presence

and seeing the ministries within the church and their exten-

sions, the practicum members live intensely in a vibrant

inner city church's ministry.

The practicum begins on Friday afternoon and concludes on

Thursday evening. The rhythm of the practicum revolves around

briefings of the religious communities to be visited before

each visit, an extended seminar and/or participant-observation

encounter with the community, and a debriefing back at the

church after the visit. The syllabus requires each student

to handle a series of readings concerning each community, to

pose several questions to be asked at the communities, and to
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ana! yze and interpret the data of each visit according to

one's own theological, biblical, and cultural studies

and experiences. In seven days and evenings some fifty hours

are given to contact time in briefings, seminars, and debrief-

ings .

A typical week would include visits to some nine religious

communities. Friday evening, there is participation in the

worship service with Temple Sinai after which there is con-

versation around refreshment tables with the congregation and

a concluding question and answer period with the senior rabbi.

Saturday morning, there is a visit to the Nichiren Soshu of

America (Soka Gakkai Buddhists) to observe their chanting

service. Then, there is an extended seminar with their

leaders and members, several of whom testify of the results

of chanting. The Islamic Center is visited Saturday afternoon.

The imam, a Palestinian and a Ph.D. from Temple University,

lectures in the mosque proper as the students without shoes

sit on the exquisite Persian carpets. There is extended

dialogue

.

Sunday morning after an early worship service conducted

by ourselves in the church, we visit the Self Revelation

Church of Monism, also named the Lotus Temple. The service

is led by a female American, Swami Kamala, ordained by her

predecessor from India. She preaches a sermon blending Hindu

and Christian themes. After a tour of their educational

building, printing presses, and Ghandi Memorial Center, we

are served a delicious vegetarian meal as we sit on the floor
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with the members, both American and Indian. Much time is

given to dialogue between students and the members who are

attracted to Hindu philosophy under the swami

.

By midafternoon we travel to Potomac, Maryland to visit

the Hare Krishna Temple located on some fourteen acres with

temple, residence halls, and gardens. The president of the

temple is a graduate of the U. S. Air Force Academy, a former

Roman Catholic, and a student under direct teaching of A. C.

Bhaktivedanta, known as Prabhupada, the founder of the movement

of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness. He

gives us his personal life story. Then, there is the Arti

ceremony during which the elaborate images are worshiped, and

chanting occurs. A lecture on philosophical aspects of

Hinduism is given, and then all are invited to sit for the

feast, vegetarian delicacies prepared in the kitchens of the

temple. Sometimes for an hour and a half the students converse

with the American Hare Krishna and the hundred or more Asian

Indians who frequent the temple

.

Monday morning, there is a return visit to Temple Sinai

for a seminar with the associate rabbi. Rabbi White teaches

at Georgetown University as well, and teaches a course on

Jesus the Jew. Rabbi White takes the ancient scrolls of the

Torah from the ark and reads from them and allows those

students who read Hebrew also to use the pointer. On that

afternoon, we return to the Lotus Temple for a long seminar

with Swami Kamala. After the discussions, she gives us a

brief 'concert' on the sitar.
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Tuesday morning/ we hold a seminar with the Baha'i Center.

They usually have two leaders, a black male and a white

female. The Baha'i are proud to teach and practice no dis-

crimination in gender and race. That afternoon we meet at

the Buddhist Vihara Society. This Theraveda community is led

by Bhikku (Monk) Gunaratana, a monk from Sri Lanka who holds

a Ph.D. from American University. We sit on the floor in

view of the enlarged Buddha statue and engage the leader and

the other monks of the community in conversations.

On Wednesday morning we might visit the Unification Church

directly across the street where we are lodging and engage

their pastor and members in a three hour discussion or go to

northern Virginia to visit the Ejoji Temple, a Mahayana form

of Buddhism with a Japanese priest. That afternoon we might

visit the Mormon Temple complex and engage the Mormons in con-

versations or visit the Zen Buddhist Center led by an American

Zen Master for observation of meditations and for discussions.

On Thursday we might visit an Eastern Orthodox Church or

the National Cathedral or the Baptist World Alliance. Inter-

spersed with these extensive and often intensive discussions

are our large group and small group debriefings at the church.

Thursday afternoon and evening closure sessions are held at

the church in analysis and reflection over the central issues

for theology and faith and missions which have surfaced during

the week. A concluding worship period is observed. Thus, in

a typical week the practicum includes visits to a Jewish

community, two Hindu communities, two or three Buddhist
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encounters (both Theraveda and Mahayana sects), a Muslim

center, a Baha'i center, a Unification Church or a Mormon

center, and various Christian communities.

Challenges and Issues of the Practicum

There are several challenges and issues which surface for

members of the practicum. They may be grouped as social,

communication, and theological. Some are distinctive as

social while others may merge together.

The social and cultural backgrounds of the students are

diverse. Some have never traveled out of the south proper,

much less spent a week living in an older inner city church

crisscrossing a city of great diversity of urban life.

Culture shock for some is a temporary illness, and for others

it lasts through the week and possibly beyond. Living together

as a newly formed community, rather intensely with four shower

stalls, is a crucial challenge, especially with males and

females. The sights, sounds, smells, and scenes which affect

all the sensory perceptions present immediate choices for

adaptation, toleration, or acceptance.

The dress of the Hare Krishna, the incense at the temple,

the droning chants of the Buddhists, the sitting for hours on

the floor, the vegetarian food, the great Buddha statue, the

crucifix proceeding from the base of the Lotus flower in the

temple, the prostitutes lining the sidewalks near the church

on fourteenth street, and the constant sirens during the

night of rescue, police, and fire vehicles rushing down the
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side streets of the church all add their input to each

student's experiences. The challenge was the crossing of

social and cultural boundaries, and the issue was how the

student would analyze, synthesize, and integrate these data

cognitively and experientially

.

Communication was another matter. Both the students and

the world religionists spoke in English. However, there was

Hebrew used at Temple Sinai, and Sanskrit and Pali at the

Buddhist and Hindu chanting and recitations, and Arabic in

the prayers of the Muslims and in their Qur'anic recitations.

Perhaps the greatest communication challenge was in the

use of similar religious language with different meanings.

This usage also impinged on one's theological and philosophical

background. For example, Swami Kamala at the Self Revelation

Church of Monism drew heavily on Biblical texts and blended

them with Vedic texts. She integrated within her Hindu

philosophical view the cross and the Lotus flower, the

incarnation of Jesus Christ as one of the many avatars of the

Divine Essence, the sayings 'I and my Father are one' and

'You must be perfect' into the divinity of each self, and the

understanding that all religions are the path toward the

perfection of the Soul.

Non-verbal communication was also a challenge. The taking

off of shoes, the sitting postures, the various greetings,

and the many usages of body language presented the students

alternatives for communication using symbols and styles other

than the spoken word.
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Students, of course, brought their biblical and theological

concepts and beliefs with them. Some students had never

talked with a world religionist, much less spent three hours

in a Hindu temple or a mosque. Others had participated in

cross cultural experiences. So there was diversity. Some

students felt great kinship with Temple Sinai in biblical and

theological patterns, while others were upset with the

syncretism they interpreted in some religious communities.

Some realized it was difficult to have 'God Talk' with a

humanistic and existential Buddhist while others found it

|

more difficult to do theology with those who used Biblical

' and theological language with different meanings.

As some conversations became more involved with world

religionists, peripheral challenges became dialogical issues.

Questions of revelation, authority in religious and scriptural

traditions, salvation or enlightenment or liberation, and

missions and proselytism between the religious communities

were discussed. More often than not when the conversation

centered on theological issues of variance between the students

and the world religionists, an impasse was reached, and either

the world religionist or I would guide the conversation away

from confrontation to encounter. A dynamic of the theological

challenge ensued in our 'in church community' where often

students of differing doctrinal stances confronted one another.

Perhaps one of the most challenging of the issues provided

by the practicum was how the student synthesized and integrated
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the experiences over time and how the student applied the

tra ning and skills developed in church ministries and in

life's situations in the pluralisms surrounding one. After

the practicum many students report that their experiences are

utilized in the giving of sermons. Many others begin study

courses among adults and youth on the challenges of religious

pluralism in their neighborhoods. Some few return on visits

to the religious communities to continue dialogue with those

whom they have met.

A consistent evaluation by the students of the practicum

is that it is a positive life changing experience for them,

in raising their awareness level of diverse peoples, in

observing and participating across cultural boundaries in the

lives of people, in developing communication skills, in

shaping up their theological concepts, and in the affirmation

and strengthening of their faith and life in the Christian

community. Many observe that witness and outreach to world

religionists must become a priority for the mission of the

church. And a few students have gone on to become overseas

missionaries. They write back to say how easier it was for

them to initiate encounters with the indigenous Buddhists or

Muslims of their neighborhoods half way around the globe from

Washington, D. C.

Concluding Reflections

In conclusion, the academic requirements of the practicum

are stringent, and the plunge into urban life and world
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religion communities is intensive. Nevertheless, for four

years nearly two hundred seminarians have participated in a

limited enrollment class. Field based learning in world

religions appears to meet a need of preparation for and

involvement in personal and church ministries. The practicum

serves as an integrative function in theological education.

It involves the student in theological reflection over biblical

data, cultural studies, and interpersonal relations in a

dialogical encounter with peoples which represent a mosaic

of the globe.

For my own involvement I have been introduced to world

religion communities beyond my knowledge and experience among

Muslims. My readings in the area of Hinduism, Buddhism, and

Judaism have been strengthened with sustained encounters with

swamis, monks, rabbis, and masters. Personal friendships

have been established, and some of the world religion leaders

have spoken in my classes on campus, visited in my home, and

corresponded frequently by letter and by phone.

And finally, a spin off of the practicum is my relation-

ship with the Missionary Learning Center of the Foreign

Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. Since last

September, I have led each orientation session of missionaries

on a 'mini' practicum to some of the world religion communities

in Washington over a week-end with a full day of debriefing

on Monday. Also, each year staff members of the Department

of Interfaith Witness of the Home Mission Board of the Southern

Baptist Convention have participated in the practicum, as
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well as several pastors and missionaries for continuing

theological education. Thus, the practicum has served, in a

small way, the wider concerns of church persons and their

ministries

.

NOTES

^The Syllabi are available for each year, containing the
agendas, course requirements, leadership, outlines of world
religions, and bibliographies.

^Please see my own personal involvement with Iranian
Muslims in To Ride a Magic Carpet (Nashville: Broadman Press,
1977), and with world religionists in Understanding World
Religions (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1983).

^Please see recent books on religious pluralism such as
Gerald H. Anderson and Thomas F. Stransky, Christ's Lordship
and Religious Pluralism (Marynoll: Orbis Books , 1983 ) ; Alan
Race, Christians and Religious Pluralism (Marynoll: Orbis
Books , 1982); Howard Coward, Pluralism Challenge to World
Religions (Marynoll: Orbis Books , 1985)

.

^The full sabbatical proposal for research on field based
learning in world religions is available.

^A typical daily schedule of the practicum in Washington,
D. C. is appended to this report.
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SCHEDULE

H 2350
PRACTICUM IN WORLD RELIGIONS

Washington, D. C.

Professor Braswell
May 10-17, 1985

Friday, May 10

2:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:45 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
6:15 P.M.
6:45 P.M.
7:45 P.M.

8:30-10:00 P.M.

Saturday, May 11

7:30 A.M.
8:15 A.M.

9:30-11:30 A.M.
12:00 Noon
12:45 P.M.

2:00-4:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.

Sunday, May 12

7:30 A.M.
8:15 A.M.
9:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
11:00-12:00 Noon

Noon-1 : 00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.
4:30-7:30 P.M.

7:30 P.M.

Monday, May 13

7:30 A.M.
8:15 A.M.
9:00 A.M

9:30-11:30 A.M.

Arrival - National Baptist Memorial Church
Lodging Arrangements and Settling In
Welcome, Introduction to Washington,

Dr. Roy Godwin and Reverend Colin Thorne
Simulation Exercise
Evening Meal
Dynamics of Dialogue - Mr. Marc Mullinax
Orientation and Overview - Dr. Braswell
Orientation to and Departure for Temple Sinai
Temple Sinai Sabbath Worship

Breakfast
Orientation to and Departure for

Nichiren Shoshu of America (Soka Gakkai

)

Seminar - Nichiren Shoshu of America
Meal near church
Orientation to and Departure for Islamic Center
Seminar - Islamic Center
Evening Meal
Evening Break (Free Time - Study Time)

Breakfast
Group Worship Service
Orientation to Church of Self Revelation of

Absolute Monism (Lotus Temple) and Gandhi
Center, and Hare Krishna Temple

Departure to Lotus Temple
Worship at Lotus Temple
Tour of Gandhi Center and Educational Building
Vegetarian Meal provided by Temple Folk

Dialogue with Temple Folk
Tour of Washington Cathedral
Lecture at Hare Krishna Temple

Observation of Krishna Worship
Meal provided by Hare Krishna

Evening Break

Breakfast
Debriefing Seminar on Prior Visits
Departure Temple Sinai
Seminar - Temple Sinai
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12 00 Noon Mid-day Meal
2:00-4:00 P.M. Seminar - Music at Lotus Temple

5:30 P.M. Evening Meal
6:15-7:30 P.M. Debriefing Seminar

Tuesday, May 14

7:30 A.M. Breakfast
8:15 A.M. Orientation Seminar for Unification Church and

Buddhist Vihara Society
: 30-11 : 30 A.M. Seminar - Unification Church

12:00 Noon Mid-day Meal
2:00-4:00 P.M. Seminar - Buddhist Vihara Society

5:30 P.M. Evening Meal
Evening Break (Free Time - Study Time)
(Interfaith Witness Associate Program)

Wednesday, May 15

7:30 A.M. Breakfast
8:15 A.M. Orientation to Baha'i Center

: 30-11 : 30 A.M. Seminar - Baha'i Center
12:00 Noon Free Afternoon (Museums, Tours, etc.)
5:30 P.M . Church Supper
7:00 P.M. Debriefing Seminar
8:30 P.M. Evening Break

Thursday

,

,
May 16

7 : 30 A.M. Breakfast
9:00 A.M. D.C. Baptist Convention and Baptist World Alliance
10:30 A.M. First Baptist Church
11:30 A.M. Lunch at First Baptist (Dutch Treat)
1:30 P.M. Visit to Mormon Temple and Visitor's Center
4:00 P.M. Closure of Practicum
5:30 P.M. Evening Meal
6:15 P.M. Closure of Practicum
8:00 P.M. Evening Free

Friday, May 17

Breakfast
Departure

7 c- 3 0 A . M

.
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Selected Bibliography for Practicum in World Religions

Hinduism

Gelberg, Steven J., editor. Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna .

Grove Press, Inc., 1983.

Morgan, Kenneth W. , ed. Religion of the Hindus . New York:
Ronald Press, 1953.

Sen, K. M. Hinduism . Baltimore: Penguin, 1961.

Winslow, Jack C. The Christian Approach to the Hindu . London:
Edinburg House Press, 1958.

Radhakrishnan, Saryapelli, and Moore, Charles A., eds

.

Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy . Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1957.

Deutsch, Eliot, trans . The Bhagavad Gita . New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1968.

Hume, Robert Ernest, trans. The Thirteen Principal Upanishads
2d rev. ed., paperback. London: Oxford, 1971.

Buddhism

Brannen, Noah S. Soka Gakka : Richmond: John Knox Press, 1968.

Morgan, Kenneth. The Path of the Buddha . New York: Ronald, 1956.

Conze, Edward. Buddhism: Its Essence and Development . New York:
Harper Torchbooks, 1959.

Swearer, Donald K. Buddhism in Transition . Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1970.

Coomeraswamy , Ananda. Buddha and the Gospel of Buddhism . New
York: Harper & Row, 1964.

Drebish, Charles S. American Buddhism . North Scituate, Mass.:
Duxbury Press, 1979.

Gard, Richard. Buddhism . New York: Washington Square Press
Book, 1963.

Streeter, B. H. The Buddha and The Christ , 1933.

Suzuki, D. T. Zen Buddhism . Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1956.

Islam

Pickthall, Marmaduke (trans. & ed . )

.

The Meaning of the Glorious
Koran

.

New York: New American Library, Mentor Books, 1953

.
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Craqg, Kenneth. The Call of the Minaret . London and New York:
Oxford University Press, 1956.

Morgan, Kenneth. Islam: The Straight Path . New York: Ronald, 1958

Watt, William Montgomery. What Is Islam? London: Longmans, 1968.

Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted , 2 vols. New York:
MacMillan, 1955.

Braswell, George W. , Jr. To Ride a Magic Carpet . Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1977.

Register, Ray G. Jr. Dialogue and Interfaith Witness with
Muslims Kingsport, Tenn. : Moody Books Inc., 1979.

Rahman, Fazlur. Islam . New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966

Taoism

Welch, Holmes. Taoism: The Parting of the Way . Boston: The
Beacon Press’^ 1966

.

Confucianism

Waley, Arthur. Three Ways of Thought in Ancient China. Garden
City, N.Y. : Doubleday, Anchor, 1939.

Religion in Japan

Kitagawa, Joseph M. Religion in Japanese History . New York:
Columbia University press, 1966.

Zoroastrianism

Dhalla, M. N. Zoroastrian Theology from Earliest Time to the
Present Day . New York: AMS Press, 1914.

Jackson, A. V. W. Zoroaster, The Prophet of Iran . New York:
The MacMillan Co., 1899.

Duchesne-Guillemin, Jacques. Symbols and Values in Zoroastrianism .

New York: Harper & Row, 1966.

. The Hymns of Zarathustra . London:
John Murray, 1952.

Fischer, Michael. Zoroastrianism: Myth and Praxis : a Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Chicago. 1973

.

Judaism

Barth, Markus.
1969.

Israel and the Church. Richmond: John Knox press.
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Menkus, Belden. Meet the American Jew . Nashville: Broadman
Press, 1963.

Neusner, Jacob. The Way of the Torah . North Scituate, Mass.:
Duxbury press, 1979.

Baha '

i

Townshend, George. Christ and Bahaullah . Wilmette: Bahai
Publishing Trust, 1957.

Gaver, Jessyca Russell. The Bahai Faith . New York: Award
Books, 1969.

Perkins, Mary and Philip Hainsworth. The Baha 1

s Faith . London:
Green Printers, 1980.

Sects and Cults

Needleman, Jacob. The New Religions . New York: Doubleday, 1974.

Streiker, Lowell D. The Cults Are Coming. Nashville: Abingdon,
1978.

Newport, John P. Christ and the New Consciousness . Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1978.

General Works

Braswell, George W. , Jr.
Man and Modernizing
1979.

"A Life History of an Iranian Young
Influences," in Missiology

,

April

. A Mosaic of Mullahs and Mosques .

Religion and Politics In Iranian Shi 1 ah Islam . A Ph . D

.

Dissertation, The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N. C., 1975

. "Communicating Across Barriers," in
Faith and Mission , Spring, 1985.

. Ministry Among Internationals in the
Research Triangle Area . A Doctor of Ministry Project
Report, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Wake
Forest, N. C., 1973.

.
"The Shape of Things to Come," in

Educating for Christian Missions , ed. Arthur L. Walker,
Jr., Nashville: Broadman Press, 1981.

. Understanding World Religions: A Chris -

tian Perspective

.

Nashville: Broadman Press, 1983.

Camps, Arnulf. Partners in Dialogue. Maryknoll: Orbis Press,
1983.
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Cragg, Kenneth. Christianity in World Perspective . London:
Lutterworth Press, 1968.

Ellwood, Robert S. , Jr. Many Peoples, Many Faiths . Englewood
Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976.

Fellows, Ward J. Religions East and West . New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1979.

Hick, John. Truth and Dialogue in World Religions : Conf lict -

ing Truth Claims. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
1974.

Monk, Hofheinz, Lawrence, Stamey, Affleck, Yamamori, Exploring
Religious Meaning . Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-
Hall, Inc . , 1980

.

Kamala, Srimati. Frontiers of the Spirit . Washington, Swami
Premanada Foundation, 1982.

Smart, Ninian. The Religious Experiences of Mankind . Third
Edition, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1984

.

Smith, Wilfred C. Towards A World Theology . Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1981.

. The Meaning and End of Religion . New York:
Mentor, 1964.

Stransky, Gerald H. and Thomas F. Mission Trends No. 5 Faith
Meets Faith. New York: Paulist Press, 1981.

Young, Robert D. Encounter With World Religions . Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1970.

The Unification Church

Divine Principle

Sontag, Frederick. Sun Myung Moon
1977.

Nashville: Abingdon Press,
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am? PROTESTANT*
ROMAN
CATHOUC

JEHOVAH’S
WITNESS

WORLDWIDE
MORMON CH OF GOD

CHURCH OF
SCIENTOLOGY

UNIFICATION
CHURCH UNITY

THE WAY
INTERNATIONALu HR 1ST,

SCIENTIST ADVENTIST
BAHA’I

WORLD FATIH SIKH
AM. INDIAN
RELIGION HINDU BUDDHIST JEWISH MUSLIM

SUPREMEBEING
One God. revealed &
experienced as Trinity:

Father. Son. Holy Spirit

Protestant

Jehovah.

Unitarian view

God the Father an

exalted man with

physical body

Godhead Ls “family" not

limited to 3 persons.

Only God & Jesus so far

Supreme being affirmed

but exact nature deter-

mined by each person

One Person only. Dual

characteristics (positive/

negative, male/femalc)

Impersonal principle,

universal intelligence &
Unitarian,

Eternal spirit

Impersonal: Life, Truth,

Love. Omnipotence &
goodness of God stressed

One personal God;
trinitarian (3 persons in

One God who is un-

knowable except through

Manifestations

One God, called "true

name" (sot Gtmi)
Personal God. creator,

generally beneficent; em-
powers lesser beings

Polytheism

Major Triad: Brahma,
Shiva, Vishnu

Southern; irrelevant

Northern; Buddhahood

Monotheistic,

Personal, Deliverer

Strict monotheism
Allah SUPREMEBEING

KEY FIGURE
IN HISTORY

Jc*u*. the Christ )etus, the Christ Chirks Tare Russell Joseph Smith Jr. Herbert W. Armstrong L. Ron Hubbard Sun Myung Moon Chat- fit Myrtle Fillmore Victor Paul WkfwiOc Mary faker Eddy Ellen G. White Boha'u'IIah Narvik None Nine Gautaim Abraham. Mown Muhammad

TEACHINGS
ON CHRIST

The Person

HLs Work

One divine person, eter-

nal, with two natures,

divine & human.
Supreme example of

God’s love for human-
kind and His intended

pattern of living.

God was in Christ

reconciling the world to

Himself

Same as

Protestant

Stages of existence:

1 . Archangel Michael

2. Jesus, perfect man,

became Messiah at

3. After spiritual resur-

rection, became Michael

again

Christ's ransom sacrifice

made salvation possible

Jesus is the spiritual &
physical offspring ofGod
by procreation.

Jesus' death guarantees

immorality to all re-

gardless of faith, but

atonement must be com-

pleted by works

Eternal, hut subordinate

to God. A perfect man
who became Christ at

baptism, Son of God at

resuneelion.

His death removes only

sins committed before

baptism

Great teacher who fully

realized his personal

divinity.

One Savior among many
who teach how to be

Perfect man who was

faithful to God & at-

tained deity; not equal to

God. He was to restore

relationship between hu-

mans & God by mar-

riage. Mission in-

complete because cru-

cified before marriage;

spiritual, not physical.

Jesus was a man inhab-

ited by the Christ-spirit.

Jesus was a way-shower

whose crucifixion not

sacrificial, but released

grace (inspiration)

Pre-existcnce denied, not

co-equal with God.

Son of God but not God
the Son. Perfect man
(earthly divinity denied).

Ransom death was legal

transaction making salva-

tion possible

Jesus, separate from
Christ, a human being

who more than any other

shows the "Christ-ideal”

Jesus is "Way-shower,”
Healer

Divine Son of God,
personal savior.

Christ entered heavenly

sanctuary in 1844 to

judge faithful & to

complete work of atone-

ment prior to Second

Coming

Son of God but not

divine. One of God's

Manifestations, which in-

clude Krishna, Buddha,
Abraham. Moses,

Muhammad, Baha'u'Uah

(Glory of God).

Jesus is great prophet-

cducator for his age

A holy man, but not

divine

Taught humans golden

rule; his death not

vicarious

No interest in person or

work of Christ

Incarnation ofGod (Ava-

tar). One among many;

not unique.

Jesus was a great religious

teacher

A teacher wbo may
possess Buddhahood.
One among many

Most: rabbi, not Messiah

Some: Redeemer of

Most consider him
itinerant Jewish teacher

A major prophet.

Not divine, but taught

humans Golden Rule.

Did not die on cross but

was taken into heaven

TEACHINGS
ON CHRIST

The Person

His Work

HOLY SPIRIT
Etrmil mettiSrr of

Trinity, guide of

ihurvhr* anj Outturn
PriJtrsrant

Usd's impersonal force >pintual hud> tn hunun|j
form. Not omnipresent

Impcrwmal [xmct from

Godhead enabling be-

Ixsvrs to obey Cod

Impcnorul kira

wUrobmUd
Chrivtun Science church

Trinity; Comforter 6i

Guide

Cexl'i presence fie mllu Another run* fie lad HOLY SPIRIT

HOLY
WRITINGS

Bible (Old & New Testa-

ments), Authoritative,

unique, inspired word of

God. Norm of faith &
practice

Bible inspired & audiori-

tarive; canon includes 7

O.T. apocryphal books.

Tradition reflects & inter-

prets Scripture

Bible (New World
Translation of Holy

Scriptures) as interpreted

by Watch Tower Society

Bible (except errors);

B<iik of Mcmium, Doc-

trine & Comunts; Pearl

of Great Price Also

revelations of prophets

Bible verbally inspired,

but must be interpreted

by one of “God’s crue

servants"

Selected writings

of L- Ron Hubbard
Bible, as interpreted in

Diwne Principle (Moon’s

basic teachings)

Bible as interpreted by

Fillmorcs

Also revere other inspira-

tional writings

King James Version of

Bible as "worked" (stud-

ied/explained) by

Wierwillc

Bible, as interpreted by

Maty Baker Eddy in

Science and Health with

Key to die Scri/nures

Bible

White's writings believed

inspired, auxiliary

counsel

Most Holy Book
(Kitab-i-Aqdas)

Adi Granth

Considered inspired &
authoritative; other

whole writings respected

Oral & written tradition,

folklore; accumulated

wisdom of tribe

Vedas, Upanishads

epics, Puranas

Hebrew Bible (uuuiefi),

Torah

Prophets, writings

Quran (Koran)

HOLY
WHITINGS

DOCTRINE
OF HUMANITY

Created in God's image.

Sixvr Adam’s fall, un u
inherent, all ttlatkuuhipi

are damaged beyond

Persons aNe to respond

to Ged with line or

rejection, unable alone to

avoid all tin

Created tn God's image:

a soul, not immortal;

capable of responding to

God

Prr-exivtcnt spiritual off-

spring of God. hixically

gotd. gid* in embryo

Created with evil nature,

no immortal soul. An-
gkvSaxons chosen people

Immortal divine soul.

hmcaQy gi»d. in thror

pare*: »oul (thetan),

mind. Ndy 1
physical

I

Created in image of God
(duality: male fit female)

All powcw the Chriit-

'pint within

Rsdy, soul (a aptril. hut

not immortal

In Guvft image aid
likrnru, ihcntin Jnmr
Spirit » (ppuwd to

matter, whkh H unreal

Crated in image of God
All have tinned

Each person it a vnul.

not immortal

Soul created by Gcd.

basically pud.
Men fie women of all

Each pwtxun a «>ul Ifie

part (4 L'niverval soul)

who hai been rebewn into

present life

Humane vuhorviiiutc to

supernatural farere and

Divine. eternal wul port

of God. FhyucaJ boJy

hai little worth

AH in flux.

One lifetime far each

pwvw. europond of

'kjndra (pure*). Rot

Crated in mugr of God:
free, .elf- determining

Made by God with ability

tn fafk~ wtfl »f Allah
DOCTRINE
OF HUMANITY

DOCTRINE
OF SIN

Willful rebellion against

God
Guilt of sin inherited

(Mary uniquely ex-

cepted); basic sin is pride

Willful rebellion against

Jehovah

Disobedience to God's

laws. Adam's (all, in

God's plan, caused loss

of immorality. Each is

responsible for own sin

Disobedience.

Breaking any of Ten
Commandments, es-

pecially not keeping

Sabbath (Sat. worship)

Engrams (learned behav-

ior or conflicts from past)

prevent individuals from

realizing own divinity

Broken relationship with

God. Humans related to

Satan as result of sexual

sin in the Fall

Failure to realize

&t live up to one’s divine

potential

Adam’s fall caused loss of

human spirit &. broken

relationship. Little em-
phasis on individual sins

Illusion of the reality of

matter, evil and death

Willful rebellion

against God
Lack of knowledge brings

disobedience to divine

commands

Choosing to live in self-

centeredness; sensuous

desires preferred to ego-

abandoning submission

to God

Acts which upset har-

mony of nature andfar

disrupt welfare of

community (tribe)

Ignorance of oneness

with God. Violations of

caste (class) rules

Desire which results in

suffering

Rebellion

Unfaithfulness to God
Non-submissivcness

to will of Allah DOCTRINE
OF SIN

DOCTRINE
OF SALVATION

Cod’* gift thruuidi

Chnvt’i jt.mrmrnf. re-

irived by grace through

penurul faith m Chnat

God’s gift of pace
throudi Chntf’s atone-

ment. Rcccivvd by faith

through the sacraments

administered by Church

Faith in JeKwah plus

ssorio (haprism. moral

life, taithfulnrss in King-

ikim Hall activities);

thine ignorant of Jehovah
given ihancc to believe

Junnt millennial period

Exaltation nr gidhmd
through obedience to

Mormon teachings;

repentance, faith, hapv

tism, pnothoud.
rrxkiwmmts. celcsUal

numag:. faithful tithing.

Raptivm fur dead saves

some non-Mormom

Pnxrw cumpiclrd only

at final resurrection.

Baptism £t ebcdirixr to

Gid's taw nesevvary.

Only Jesus Ken agon so

far; new h«nh & immor-
tality at resurrection

Goal: to become divine

member of family of God

Dunrtic counseling

(auJiting) leadi indi-

vidual to become “clear*

of engrams. attain full

human potential, be-

come fully aware of

personal divinity

Accept Christ for spir-

itual salvation, Lord of

Second Advent lot phyv
val vahaikin. Pay per-

vnnal indemnity (work*)

fur irlf. anconjo, world,

etc. L'niNation marriagr

required far pbyvicj) val-

Overturning l»n
human Unpulvc*. in

creasing awareness id

GnJ within (Unity), liv-

ing up to iine'v Jnlnr

Human «pmt k*t in Fall

regainrd through faith in

Christ. Spiritual matu-

rity, nurutr-ard through

speaking in tongue*,

vomrv through renewed

mind. Smlnv perfection

aiuinahle in out life

Casting out illations of

reality of mattrr, un. evil

anj death in Inro of i tie

“aH-reality" of vptnt

Faith In Christ.

Continued obedience ev»

denied by buptivtn.

thing, keeping dietary

laws fit Ten Command-
menu. e»p. Saturday a*

Sal-bath

Through faith in God fie

faha'ullah anJ gi«d

work* toward world unity

Attaining liberation (re-

Ira**) from cyile cf

death rebirth thn-ei^i

path of devotion

Wefl-txmf of indiviJual

fii trihe; gained by

prayer, pledge* fie *acn-

fice which win attention

fit help of Ripcmarural
foreev departed eldcri

Liberation of «oul from

physical body. Through
knowledge, work* or love

and devotion of ebroen

deny

Prrvtne truth in fiur

"Nsble Troth*." follow

Eight FoU Path the

mi'kllc way
Nurehcrn irvludn faith

in the Buddha

Trent m God.

Obedience «*'"* IXKTRINE

j

or SALVATION

MEETING SITE Church Church Kingdom Hall Ward Church Church or mission Church Church (Center) Twig Fellowship Church Church Spiritual Assembly Temple (guadwara) Human'natural "shrines" Templc/home altars Templc/home altars Synagogue Mosque, masjid MEETING SHE

LIFE
AFTER
DEATH

Cixl (Heaven) eternal

(Hell)

Purgatory, intermediate

slate of licensing hrfiwr

Heaven. HeavenHeli-
um* as Protestant

144.COO Heel reign with

Chntt in Kangdem «jf

God (Heaven) Other

JWv on gkeifird paraJisr

earth Annihilation fur

all Who reject Jehm ah

One of three kinpioru:

1. Celestial—(renewed

Earth) where men be-

come p»J» or angels.

2 Terraria)—planet fur

maltreats nun-Mormuna;
l. Telcsiul—planet for

wicked.

Second death fur Satan

6i throe who commit
unpardonable tin*

WceU Tomorrow

.

New Roman Emmie to

bring tabulation before

millennium of peace on
earth when unbelievers

have opportunity to be-

lieve fit obey. Renewed
earth, ruled by OldNew
Testament believers, be-

come* Kingdom of God.
Annihilation fro un

Reincarnation of soul

1 thetan) until it attami

uatr of ipintual

aw-arencsi fit liberation

from matter, energy,

spate and time

AD humam will become

divine in earthly King-

ikitn of Cud. Prefect

relanorohip with Gcd
restored

Tendency toward belief

in reincarnation. Liu-

nutr union with

impersonal GoJ

Soul ileep fur all between

death fit revurmlion.

I iivalh, Heaven nr Hell

Since tlierr it no draih,

move onto another plane

toward fulfillment in

love, laifit. Troth

Soul deep.

faithful resurrected to

1 .000 inn in he-jem (at

Second Coming). After

final judgement, earth

renewed a< eternal home
of redeemed. Wicked
annihilated

Immortal soul;

individual retains idrn-

titv. progro-ve* to

presence of God.

Heaven: rapid progm-
«ion to God;

Hell: »W' pnvrewiori to

Cod

Reincarnation (tram

inigratxn of *nub) until

unr attains individuality

extinguishing daondon
into God

Exntrixc in life pvat-

temed after thi* world.

Nit fire of piain fa

suffering Wicked frogs*

ten or annihilated

C>-cles of reincarnation

unnl union withmb
sroptn-n of roul into G«xl

Southern: Devolution at

death, no continuing

life

Northern: Pure Land.

Range of vxcwx;

• Reward or punishment

in haven or hell

• Vagucnrw
• Afterlife denied

Paradiw. Hell

LIFE
AFTER
DEATH



improve their skills in interfaith

witnessing.

Making Friends

Any faith important enough to com-

mand one’s allegiance is seldom

accepted instantly. There must he a

time of weighing values, of applying

teachings, of considering options.

During this process, your friendship

with the other person will he impor-

tant. Part of interfaith witness,

therefore, hinges on openness to

establishing a relationship that

positively expresses your concern: it is

vital to concentrate on persons, not

on prospects.

Among the many options which

can lead to long-term interfaith rela-

tionships are home fellowship Bible

studies (interfaith dialogues); weekday

church ministries open to community

residents; programs to reach interna-

tional students/businesspeople in your

area; interfaith project groups (dmg

abuse, race relations).

There are, too, numerous events

during the year which are natural

opportunities for interfaith discussions.

During the third week in January, for

example, comes Week of Prayer for

Christian Unity. Since most Catholic

and many Protestant groups celebrate

this emphasis, you may find openness

to begin dialogues or Bible studies.

Other dates of significance include

Race Relations Sunday (second Sun-

day in February on SBC calendar);

Jewish Fellowship Week (in April);

and holidays such as the Jewish Rosh

Hoshana (autumn) and Hanukkah

(December) and the Buddhist

“Wesak" (April 8).

Another idea is to host Good

Neighbor Sundays (perhaps the fifth

Sunday in each quarter); the day/

night can have a special interfaith

emphasis and persons of other faiths

can he invited to the celebration.

Conversation

Interfaith dialogue is a two-way street:

it is not one person lecturing an-

other. Real communication occurs

only when there is an interchange of

interest and viewpoint. In interfaith

witness, you may discover you “say”

more when you listen: your at-

titude—aggressively belligerent or

politely curious?—may determine

more of the others response than any

amount of “persuasive” insistence.

Ask questions. Seek information.

Discover how a belief parallels your

own—or diverges from it.

Remember, your goal isn’t to tear

down another’s faith in order to build

a case for your own; you are not

debating, you are discussing. You are

seeking honest conversation about the

most significant subject a human

being can ever consider: his or her

relationship to God and to others

living on this earth.

Testimony

When the time comes—and it will it

you are patient—you can shift from

theoretical discussion to personal tes-

timony: from “I believe this ...” to

“This is important to me because

...” By relating your own Christian

experience, you may help another see

the meaning and promise offered in a

Christ-like relationship to God.

Keep your testimony current in its

focus: dated events and experiences

make less impression than an

awareness that your faith lives, grou's,

matures, changes you daily as you

enter more deeply into your commit-

ment. The way you depend upon

God now for vision and strength in

the vicissitudes of life will he heard

as a fresher, more vital faith than

one claiming to be “completed” at

the moment of conversion and/or

baptism.

Christianity is a pattern of belief

that promises a radically new and

better world. Expressing its tenets in

terms of their value on human rela-

tionships today may be the beginning

of understanding the divine purpose

for eternity.

Following Up
If you are interested in learning more

about interfaith witness, write the

Interfaith Witness Department, Home
Mission Board, 1350 Spring St. NW,
Atlanta, GA 30367-5601.

As an interfaith witness, you will

find yourself active on one of the

most exciting frontiers of Christian

living.
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Lessons in Interfaith
Home Mission Board Interfaith Witness offers advice, training, dialogue with and about other faiths

Recognizing the nation’s religious plu-

ralism, in 1966 the Southern Baptist

Convention created the program of

interfaith witness. Assigned to the

Home Mission Board, it initially

focused on faiths subdivided into four

categories: Judaism, non-Christian

world religions, Catholicism and sec-

tarian/sect/cult groups.

As it evolved, the department also

began using its title, Interfaith Wit-

ness, to mean more than witness to

those of other world religions; it

opened conversation between South-

ern Baptists and adherents of any

faith group, including Christians be-

sides Roman Catholics.

Its concentration was refined to

three areas: world religions, such as

Judaism and Islam; other Christians,

primarily Roman Catholics and

Orthodox; and new religious move-

ments (faith groups organized or

flowering in this century), which

range from Latter-day Saints to the

Church of Scientology.

This broadening of scope created

new opportunities for interfaith wit-

ness. One of three Americans is

related to one of the groups con-

tacted by the department. In certain

areas, the Northeast for example, the

percentage is much higher.

IFW Defined

The departments “working definition”

of its task is “to help Baptists, from

individual believers to churches to

associations to state conventions to

denominational agencies, have an ef-

fective witness of Jesus Christ and to

our denominational distinctives.”

This includes more than “bearing

witness to Christ in the global village

of religious pluralism;” it means ex-

plaining and interpreting Southern

Baptist distinctives to other religious

bodies—and sometimes to Southern

Baptists themselves.

The department has become a

“religious Consumers' Repent" for

Southern Baptists. It monitors major

and minor religious groups and move-

ments in America, keeping Southern

Baptists aware of the shitting religious

scene in a way that is “accurate in

fact and Christian in attitude.”

Help in Print & Person

Interfaith Witness (IFW) Depart-

ment’s reporting—and its corollary

effort of equipping Southern Baptists

to witness effectively to persons of

other faiths—is done through printed

and audiovisual materials and training

events conducted by the Home Mis-

sion Board-based staff, regional

missionaries, state coordinators and a

large network of volunteers on local

church and associational levels.

Among the volunteers are several

hundred Interfaith Witness Associates,

who are trained and certified by the

IFW staff. IPX7 professionals and

volunteers hold one conference every

day somewhere in the country.

The conferences are often “skill

shops” which help Baptists discover

religious groups in the community,

discern these groups’ beliefs and open

dialogue with them. Another func-

tion is to improve personal witnessing

skills.

Other conferences are for IFW-

Associate training, 8-16 hour events

dealing in depth with specific faiths

—

Hinduism, for example.

A third event is an Interfaith

Dialogue. This can be as small as

one church to another, Catholic-

Baptist, or association or state wide,

bringing together many people. There

are regional, national and interna-

tional dialogues, important for

research and understanding. Several

have been held with Jews, many with

Catholics, some with Moslems.

Without Fear or Apology
The dialogues, on whatever level, are

basic conversations about faith. They

openly and honestly discuss sim-

ilarities and differences. They provide

opportunity for mutual understanding

and mutual challenge.

Often dialogues result in those of

other faiths changing their perspective

about Christianity and/or Baptists; al-

most always they strengthen the faith

of Baptist participants, for in the

interchange their own faith structures

are tested and reinforced.

Witness occurs, but it is not high-

pressure confrontation; dialogues, on

whatever level, respect an individual’s

identity of faith. For Baptists, the

very nature of faith requires that

conversation be honest; anything ma-

nipulative, coercive or deceptive is

contrary to the Baptist approach to

witnessing.

With that outlook, the department

encourages Southern Baptists to take

their rightful role as the largest

Protestant denomination in America,

sure in the convictions of their own

traditions but also recognizing the

value of others’ religious heritage. In

that atmosphere, Southern Baptists

can become world citizens, aware of

all religious groups and able to bear

witness, without fear or apology, to

their own faith in the maelstrom of

movements that guide the destinies of

human beings on this earth.

More information on the beliefs of other religious groups in the United States
can be found in Beliefs of Other Kinds, available for $3.95 from the Home Mission Board.
Write Interfaith Witness Department, HMB, 1350 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30367-5601.



When was the
last time you

stood on a
street comer

in the rain

to tell a Moonie
about Christ?

When was the last time

you stood in an airport, passing out tracts

on Baptist beliefs to Hare Krishnas?

Or pedaled house-to-house
on a bicycle to tell Mormons about the beginning

of a new Southern Baptist church:



The Interfaith Witness
A brief look at the factors in communicating effectively with those of other faiths

Two decades ago, it would have been

a rare Southern Baptist who knew a

Buddhist; it would have been unusual

for a Southern Baptist to live in a

community with numerous Jewish or

Roman Catholic residents.

Today these circumstances are com-

monplace.

As the United States grows more

pluralistic and diverse in its popula-

tion, so grows the need for Southern

Baptists to be aware of the beliefs of

others. There are in this country 56

million Roman Catholics and

Orthodox, six million members of

Christian sectarian groups, six million

Jews, five million non-Christian world

religionists.

The world has come—and con-

tinues to come—to the doorsteps of

Southern Baptists. Never before has

there been such an opportunity for

interfaith witness.

Inclusive Witness

When Southern Baptists engage in

interfaith witness, they “practice what

they preach.” Because Southern Bap-

tists proclaim that God’s redemptive

acts are for all persons, the activities

of God’s people must he as inclusive

as God’s love. It becomes important,

therefore, for Southern Baptists to

discuss, sensitively and intelligently,

their beliefs with persons of different

faith persuasions.

Such conversations may reveal

many, many similarities, as with

members of other Baptist bodies; or

they may uncover vast differences, as

with Zen Buddhists.

In any interfaith witness dialogue,

positive results occur. At the very

least, increased understanding—the

recognition of commonly held human

concepts and aspirations—will he

beneficial in a world as angry and

tom as is ours.

In addition, some persons may

elect to replace their own faith with

a belief in Christianity. For others, it

may be the beginning of an under-

standing of Christian doctrine. Often,

for the Christian, it becomes an

occasion for strengthening one’s own

faith and reinforcing one’s own com-

mitments.

Understanding

In any interfaith witness situation,

the basic requirement is understand-

ing: this includes being aware of your

own attitudes and beliefs, as well as

those of others.

If you exhibit a hostile, suspicious

attitude, it you think—or if you

intimate—that you, yourself, are supe-

rior to the other, you will have

erected barriers that will hamper gen-

uine communication.

On the other hand, if you evi-

dence respect for the other person

—

who is also a creation of God, for

whom Christ also died—your courtesy

and warmth will he contagious. In

such an atmosphere, trust can de-

velop and honest intertaith discussion

can occur.

But an open, sympathetic attitude

isn’t enough. In interfaith witness,

you can expect questions about your

own belief structures: What do Bap-

tists believe? Why? What is the

Baptist heritage?

Many Southern Baptists are surpris-

ingly uninformed of the differences

between their own faith and that of

other Christian groups. Too many
have only a vague notion of basic

Baptist doctrines/tenets, Baptist his-

tory is a fuzzy memory. Before

studying another’s faith, it is often

helpful to form a statement of your

own beliefs in words that have mean-

ing for you. (This is an integral

section of the lay witness training

schools held in many churches.)

Also, he prepared to say, “I don’t

know,” when asked about areas on

which you are uncertain—and who

can be certain of every question of

faith? “I’ll have to think about that”

is not a dodge; it reveals a willing-

ness to grow in understanding your

own religious convictions.

Once you’ve learned to express

your own beliefs, you can move on

to understanding others’ faiths. That

doesn’t mean you have to become an

expert on world religions before you

talk to a Muslim; basic in-

quisitiveness, coupled with sincere

interest in the other person as a

fellow human being, goes a long way

toward bridging gaps.

Yet it is worthwhile to have some

knowledge of other faiths; the chart

inside this publication gives a brief

summary of differences in the major

tenets of 18 faith groups. Belief Bub

letins, among numerous resources

available from the Home Mission

Board’s Interfaith Witness Depart-

ment, provide other insights ($.05

each, minimum order $1.00).

Preparing Together

If your interest is shared by others in

your church or community, you

might begin a study group to leam

about one particular faith. The
knowledge you gain will not only

enrich your witnessing efforts, but

also will make you a resource for

others in your church who wish to

THIS PAGE FOLDS OUT ^



ADORNO’S THEORY OF RELIGION

WESTERN'S

I IO
VS5 by RudolfJ. Siebert

Adomo discussed everything, including religion, within the framework of

Western Marxism,
1 which had reactivated the philosophical aspects ofMarx's

work only ax the high price of regression into Hegelian idealism. It is thus not

surprising that he returned to Hegel’s philosophy of religion. Yet, while Hegel

avoided discussing dissonances in religious reality in the context of declining

Western Civilization, Adomo emphasized them.

2

He continued Hegel s

analysis of the dichotomy between religious and secular consciousness, but

whereas the purpose of Hegel’s philosophy of religion was to reconcile religion

and reason, revelation and enlightenment, salvation and emancipation,

Adomo sought to differentiate them. Where Hegel sought a balance between

religious and secular consciousness, Adorno put all emphasis on secular

consciousness.

According to Hegel's Phenomenology ofthe Spirit, religion is consciousness of

the Absolute.
5 While for medieval theologians this relation was not really

essential, modem Protestant theology is concerned with it even more than

with Cod as such. Hegel acknowledged the modern position, i.e., that God

cannot be considered separate from humanity’s subjective spirit. The reason

for acknowledging this, however, was not, as modem theologians assert, that

God is unknown, but because God is essentially spirit — a knowing subject.

Thus, the relation between God’s infinite, and humanity’s finite, spirit

underlies all religion.
, . .

In Hegel’s view, no one is so estranged from humanity as to have no religion

at all.
5 Even hating religion presupposes preoccupation with it. What matters,

however, is the relation of infinite to finite consciousness. In modem times,

scientific, aesthetic, social, and political consciousness, as well as the experi-

ence of the Absolute, take form within this relation. Before modem philo-

sophy can reconcile faith and enlightenment, it must work through these

interconnections.

Unlike Hegel, Adomo overlooked these relations and focused instead on

their social consequences. He was interested in cult only insofar as it survived

in secularized form in modem art — particularly in modem music and

I. Alfred Schmidt, “Die ‘Zeiuchrift far SozUlforschung’ Ceschichte und GtgenwSrjjge

Bedcuiung," in Max norUieimer, Zestschnfl flir Souot/orschung (Kosel Verlag; Munchen, 1970),

P
2. Theodor W, Adomo and Eugen Kogon. “OfTenbanjng oder autonome Vemunft,” in

Franh/urUr HefU IS. 7 (tune 1958), pp. S97-402.

S. Georg W.F. Hegel, Vorlesungcn ilber die Phdosophie del Ceschichte (Fr. Frommann Verlag;

Stuttgart, 1961), pp. 4S-47. ...... ,, ,

4. G.W.F. Hegel, Vorleiimgcn liber die Philo softhie del Religion (Frtednch Frommann Verlag;

Stuttgart-Bad Cannstau, 1965), vol. I, pp. 24-36.

5 Ibid . np- 28-24.
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drama. 6 Although for Adomo religion was also consciousness of the Abso-

lute,
7
the Marxist approach remained central in his theory. His appeal to an

Other, different from this world as nature and history, had primarily a social-

philosophical impetus and led him to a more positive evaluation of certain

theological trends. Yet Adorno avoided the temptation of transforming his

critique of religion into a new religion,* thus repeating the dialectic of

enlightenment — the turning of enlightenment into myth. He opposed the

tendency ofmodern consciousness to elevate the fate of theological ideas into

a theologicum, because he felt it led to a lack of theological meaning. For Adomo,

the means for such an experience was negative dialectics— the very essence of

negative knowledge. 9

Pre-Hegelian materialists explained religion in terms of humanity’s break

with itself. Adorno located the ground of religion in humanity’s conscious-

ness of the negation of the negation of self-consciousness, in the awareness of

the ability to transcend limitations, to overcome the gap between existence

and true nature, to become independent and free. *°The negation ofthe nega-

tion of humanity’s self-consciousness did not lead, for Adomo, to a positive

Absolutum. This is why he was in solidarity with theology at the time of its min!
1

Enlightenment leaves behind almost no residuals of the metaphysical and

theological truth content, thereby causing metaphysics and theology to immi-

grate into what Adomo called micrology as a refuge from the totality.

According to Adomo, totality becomes a radical evil in the totally adminis-

tered society.
12

Totality is the principle of domination of humanity over

nature and itself, inflated into the Absolute. 19 A micrological view ofthe world

as nature and society demolishes the shell of the particular and exposes the

fraud that the particular is merely an example ofthe universal. Since the whole

is untruth, metaphysics and theology can only survive in the most minute and

inconsequential particulars (i.e., in what Hegel called lazy existence; one

indifferent to or opposed to the universal). According to Adorno, meta-

physics and theology become correctives to the objective reason which
informs the administered world.

6. Theodor W. Adorno, Quart Fan/ajid (Suhrkamp Verlag: Frankfurt a. M., 1963), pp. 153-

154, 306-338, 339-364; “Uber Mahler,” in Frankfurter Hefle, 15/9, pp. 643-653; Dialektik des

Engagements (Suhrkamp Verlag: Frankfurt a*M. 1973), pp. 22-29; Versuchdas 'Endspiciiu Verstehen

(Suhrkamp Verlag: Frankfurt a.M., 1972), pp. 167-214; and “Parataxis. Zur spaten Lyrik

Holderlins,” in Jochen Schmidt, Uber Holderlin (Inselverlag: Frankfurt a.M., 1970), pp. 339-

378.

7. Max Horkheimer, “Foreword,” inJay, The Dialectical Imagination (Litdc Brown and Co: Ban-

tam, 1973), pp. xi-xii.

8. Klaus Rohring, “Theodor W. Adomo,” in Wilhelm Schmidt, Die Religion da Religionkntik

(Claudius Verlag: Munchen, 1972), pp. 31-32.

9. Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialektik (Luchterhand Verlag: Neuwied, 1966), pan II, p.

396.

10. Adorno, “Offenbarung,” pp. 484-498; Hegel, Vorlesungen ilba die Philosophic der Geschuhte,

pp. 43-47.

11. Adorno, Negative Dialektik p. 398.

12. Theodor W. Adorno, Drei Studien iu Hegel (Suhrkamp Verlag: Frankfurt a.M., 1969), p.

78.

13. Ibid., p. 104.
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Adorno was a man of the Enlightenment, but not a prisoner

s

°!

™

AlongwithjeanAm^ety. Elias Canetti. George Stetner, and

one of those unbelievingjewswho sought, inacenturywidmut Go^.^majie

poMnuicityand cschaiology. Ado.no-. d,eo^ of r.l^on d,m» of

had been thinking about religion since his early work on K.erkegaard (1929-

30

Uke Hegel and Marx. Adorno felt he lived in a world-historical transition

period between the old Western Civilization and a new world. He sought to

help bring about this new world with his theory of religion as a premise ot all

criticism of personality, family, society, state, an, philosophy, science, an

technology. Thus, with Horkheimer, he wrote in the Dialectic ofEnlightenment.

‘•Politics, which, be it even in a highly unreflected way, does not preserve

theology in itself, remains, no matter how skillful it may be, in the last analysis,

mere business.”
17 Whether Cod exists and ifsomeone has faith is important^

because theology stands behind all human action, not as the traditional

science of the divine or even of God, but as consciousness that the world is

mere appearance. For Adorno, theology was the hope that the injusuce

characterizing the present world can be eliminated.
.

Adorno felt that none of the theological contents of Christianity (e.g., the

trinity, incarnation, redemption,
resurrection, miracles, eternal happiness or

damnation) which Hegel saw withering away and tried to preserve by translat-

ing them from their mythological into a dialectical form could remain

unchanged. All theological contents must emigrate out of religious con-

sciousness and into the continually expanding secular consciousness. He

pointed out that, during the Middle Ages and Antiquity, religious represen-

14. Max Horkheimer, Du Sehruucht nach dm gam Anderen (Furche Verlag: Hamburg, 1971),

p
fs H C F Mansilla "Zwci Begcgnungen in der Schweizl.” in Frankfurter Hefle, vol. 28, no. 4

.
, ,q 7 «i n 940 Georg W F Hegel, Gmndlienun des Redds (Friedrich Frommann Verlag:

e
P
,?«n Bad Cannsiau, 1954) pp. 177-178; Horkheimer. 1950-1969 und Ddmmerunig(S.S Verlag: Frankfurt. 1974), pp. 1 4 1- > 42; dm derMat* Naueltenund TagebuMUUUr (Kflsel

V
*16^n»«^^W.*Ad2rM^Wn^*»^US'S!rluump

1962). chap. VU.

17 Max Horkheimer. Du Sehnsucht noth dem gam Anderen. pp. 59-bz.
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tations were rich and concretely elaborated. Contemporary opinion, how-
ever, sees the life of modern people and the immanence of this world as
resembling a glass house, through whose walls they can look at an eternally
unchangeablephilosophiapercnnis. In such a situation, faith in revelation is even
less widespread than during Hegel’s time and can be kept alive only by des-
perate abstraction.

In Adorno’s perspective, to defend revelation in the 18th century had a
meaning completely different than it has today. Then, theologians were con-
cerned with defending traditionally-given teaching content — the dogmas
of the trinity, incarnation, etc., against the attack ofautonomous reason. This
reason would not accept anything other than what could withstand its own
test Faith had to be defended against reason by rational means. This task was
hopeless from the very beginning, and the rational argumentation Christian
apologists used appropriated the very same hostile principle ofautonomous
reason against which they sought to defend Christian relevation.

Adorno charged that theologians in late bourgeois society preach stabiliza-

tion of bourgeois society by the religion of revelation. People listen to them
because they feel it would be good to have revelation, given the utter confu-
sion surrounding them. Like Hegel, Adorno believed that it was the need for
orientation rather than for truth which motivated people to return to the
religion of their fathers. He found the same motivation in his contemporaries
who returned to positive religion. He admitted also that such a return may be
sparked by the hope that the disenchanted modem world may be given new
meaning which can free humankind for full participation in their lives. Unlike
Hegel, who wanted to save revelation through rational reflection upon it, con-
temporary apologists want to rescue revelation by rejecting autonomous
reason itself. Adorno noticed in contemporary theologians an inclination to

obscurantism much more inexorable and evil than all the limited orthodox-
ies Hegel felt were hostile to enlightenment and idealistic philosophy.
According to Adorno, this occurred because contemporary theologians

believe in their fundamental dogmas even less than theologians in Hegel’s

day.

The sacrifice of intellect to the acceptance of revelation has been socialized
in late bourgeois society, for too much thinking makes adaptation difficult in

the administered world and produces suffering. According to Adomo, this

lack of rationality resulted in the proliferation of apparatuses and means of
domination. The consciousness of contemporary humanity no longer even
contemplates the possibility of a rational society. With Horkheimer, Adorno
knew that to escape domination, self-reflection is mandatory. Such self-

reflection of human reason cannot happen by a leap of faith, as Kierkegaard
suggested. Rather, reason must attempt to determine rationality itself; it must
recognize its own natural structure. Although this motif is not foreign to the
great world religions, Adorno felt it must go through the secularization pro-
cess, or it will contribute to the same darkening of die world it seeks to avert
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The renaissance of the religion of revelation appeals strongly to the notion

of commitment For Adorno, however, only weakness seeks commitment

The urge for commitment is, in reality, not directed toward the dignity of

humankind. When humankind is unable to realize its own humanity, des-

perate fetishization of the extant social conditions in bourgeois and socialist

society occurs.

Adorno believed that the turn to transcendence in the religion ofrevelation

in late capitalist society funcuoned together with astrology, occultism, and the

like to cover up the social hopelessness prevalent in bourgeois society. This

turn to transcendence and the reactionary mode of behavior connected with

it is based upon the world’s division into two blocks of states rigidly opposed

to each other. Every individual in them feels threatened with ruin. For Ador-

no, the innerworldly fear produced by this constant threat of destruction is

hypostatized as existential or possibly transcendent anxiety, since there

seems to be nothing available in the present to avert it.

Adorno was aware that whenever religion is accepted for any other reason

except its own truth content, it undermines itself. God’s absolute Spirit did

not prevent World War I or II or Auschwitz, nor will it prevent World War III.

The very fact that positive religions today so willingly use internationally or

nationally conditioned fears for their own external advantage attests to their

intrinsic desperation.

In Adorno's perspective, the irrationalism ofthe posiuve religion of revela-

tion was not always present. At its medieval height, the Christian religion of

revelation rejected William of Ocham's nominalistic teaching of the double

truth as self-destructive. The great scholastics achieved dignity precisely

because they neither absolutized nortoddawed the notion of reason. It was in

the age of nominalism that theologians moved to oudaw and degrade reason.

As religious faith loses harmony with knowledge, or at least loses fruitful ten-

sion with it, it further loses its cogency, duress, and pressing invitadon.

In the contemporary period, the abyss between the traditional religion of

revelation and knowledge grows ever wider and deeper. Adorno felt the abyss

had become so deep that people no longer even recognized it, particularly in

the U S. Religion and knowledge exist as. two separate entitites in late

bourgeois society.

Adorno saw die break between the social model of the great world religions

and today’s bourgeois and socialist society as most decisive. Traditional

religions were built on visible agricultural conditions or a commodity

economy. Fundamental categories of traditional religions are not contem-

poraneous with the base structure ofmodem society, however. In this senser

Adorno’s theory of religion was materialist and, dierefore, critical and scien-

ufic in die Marxian sense.

For example, the nouon of the "daily bread” in the Our Father
1 prayer

was colored by die experience of scarcity through uncertain and insufficient

18 Mix HorUicimer and Theordor W. Adorno, Dialectic ofEnlightenment (The Seabury Press:

New Yoik, 1972), pp 23-24; Adorno, Quasi Una Fantasia,, pp 3 1 2-3 1 5. 317-818, 319-321.
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material production. The notion cannot be simply transmitted to contem-
porary bourgeois society with its bread factories, its overproduction, and its

depressive convulsions. In bourgeois or socialist society, famines are social
and not natural catastrophes. The Chrisdan nodon of “the neighbor” who is

to be loved is also non-contemporaneous by the modem experience. This
nodon applied to groups in which members knew each other face to face.
Help for the neighbor, urgent as it remains in the bourgeois world, is incon-
siderable in relation to praxis’ going beyond the mere immediacy ofhuman
reladons to qualitadvely change the world.

Yet, words like "daily bread” or “neighbor” cannot be simply eliminated
from the Evangelium so as to express the revealed teachings in contemporary
terms. If revealed teachings are adapted to the changed course of history, the
authority of divine revelation is challenged. To do so would plunge the
religion of revelation into complete indefiniteness; the religion of revelation
would be totally liquidated. Therefore, Adorno saw no other possibility in the
present historical transiuon period than extreme asceticism against any kind
of faith in revelation. He strongly recommended prohibition against making
any images of the Absolute. The unbelievingjew Adorno remained as faithful
to this Mosaic prohibidon as any piousjew of the past.

Neither Adorno nor Horkheimer could say anything positive about God.
They believed the cridcal theorist could not represent the Absolute. Speaking
about the Absolute, all that can be said is that the present world is a relauve
one; by saying what the world is, the critical theorist expresses what God is not.
In this Adorno and Horkheimer stand in the great tradidon ofWestern neea-
uve theology.

°

Adorno hesitated to admit his solidaritywith Chrisdan theologians, fearing
that he would further divorce critical theory as negative theology from Chris-
dan posiuve theology, rather than to demonstrate their convergence.
Nevertheless, he acknowledged, along with Chrisdan theologians, the hope,
onging and impulse that no person ever be hungry, that wars be abolished,
and that concentration camps be eliminated. In these simple hopes consists
the positive moment ofAdorno’s otherwise negative theology, the desire for
and impetus toward universal jusdee, peace, freedom, solidarity, love and
reconciliation.

Adorno defined philosophy as the attempt to look at all things from the
standpoint ofredemption. 19 Human cognidon has no other light, for every-
thing else eventually exhausts itself in mimedc construction and thus remains
merely a piece ofpositivist technique. The world must be seen clearly as it will
appear in the messianic light: displaced, alienated and contradictory. Such a
perspective must be gained without arbitrariness and violence and by being
completely in touch with the objectives — an utterly impossible task. Any aware-
ness stems from what exists already, but it is inevitably affected by the same
defacement, distoruon, and indigence which it intends to escape in the first

3^19. Iheodor W. Adorno. Minima Moralsa (SuhrLamp Verlag: Franl/urt a M
, 1980), pp 333-
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place. The more passionately thought tries to seal itself off from its being con-

ditioned by capitalist society and history for the sake of the U nconditional, the

more it falls into the evil world.

The truth ofAdorno’s life and work was the death ofthe innocent victims of

Auschwitz and capitalist history in general. With Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard,

and contemporary critical political theologians, Adorno fought against

bourgeois religion (non-redemptive Christendom ).

20 He tried to overcome

not only the dialectic of enlightenment and emancipation, but also that of

religion. He struggled against evil religion, which gilds the ongoing catas-

trophe of capitalist history, but he welcomed good religion which he linked

with the impulse toward justice.

Adorno called things by their name, so that they would disappear. But, he

could not call God by his name. Thus, the quest for the Absolute remained,

without which there can be no truth and no redemption and no truly human

consciousness. In the tradition ofmystical negative theology, Adorno negated

God for God’s sake. He withdrew love from creation, Creator, Trinity, God, so

that it could be free for the Absolute beyond the Absolute. He engaged in idol-

ogy — the destruction of the idolatry of race, nation, charismatic leader, and

commodity fetishism. All this may be called a mystical atheism in the

Absolute. Adorno’s negative faith and negative theology express the

apocalyptic-eschatological hope that the murderer may ultimately not

triumph over the innocent victim and that the destroyer may be de-

stroyed.

20. Johann B. Metz, ZurTheologiedcr Wz/i(Chr. Kaiser Verlag: Munchen, 1968), chap. 5; Egbert

> Hoflich,"Karl Marx fur die Kirche,"in Frankfurter He/le, vo\. 14, no. 22 (November 1966), pp. 777-

785; "Heilsverkiindigung as politische Gewissensbildung," in Frankfurter Hefte, vol. 24, no. 12

(December 1 969), pp. 843-854; Walter Kasper, "Politische Utopie und chrisdiche Hoffnung," in

Frankfurter Hefte, vol. 24, no. 8 (August 1969), pp. 563-572; Friedrich Heer. "Hegel und die

Jugend," in Frankfurter Hefte, vol. 22, no. 5 (May 1967), p. 324; Johann B. Metz,Jensetts bilrgcrhcher

Religion (Criinewald. Mainz, 1980), chaps. I, II, III, V, VI; Rudo\t}. Siebeet, Hegel's Philosophy ofHis-

tory; Theologuat, Humanistic and Scientific Elements (University Press of America: Washington, DC.,

1979), chaps. I, II, 111; Horkheimer’s Critical Sociology of Religion: The Relative and the Transcendent

(University Press of America: Washington, D.C., 1979), chaps. 1, II, III, IV, V, VIII; From Critical

Theory ofSocuty to Theology ofCommunicative Praxis (University Press ofAmerica: Washington, D.C.,

1979).
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Figure 1

Comparison of World-Views

Concept

O. T. Hebrew
and Muslim Western Christian

1. Unity Emphasis on unity in

all of life

Emphasis on unity

only if it has

pragmatic value

2. Time High respect for the

past and tradition

‘Orientation toward

the future

3. Family Solidarity ‘Emphasis on

individual

4 Peace Harmony, integration

Total way of life

Internal and exter-

nal characteristic

Contentment

*A segment of life

Internal character-

istic

5. Honor All-important

consideration

High priority

6. Status A matter associated

with wealth, family

name, age

*A result of accom-

plishment

7. Individualism Subordination to

emphasis on group

‘High regard for

independence

8. Secularism A totally unacceptable

trend

‘A largely acceptable

trend

9. Change An undesirable

phenomenon

*A highly desirable

phenomenon

10. Equality A theoretical ideal

which is not

practiced

A theoretical ideal

which is not

practiced

1 1 Efficiency A matter of little or

no concern

‘An imperative

"In direct contract to Hebrew-Muslim world view
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unity or oneness is by no means limited to religion. It is domi-

nant in many areas of Arab culture and most notably in the

material products, such as houses and clothes. A Westerner

touring inner cities and villages in Syria, for example, will be

overwhelmed with the uniformity evident in the structure of

houses. Without zoning laws or government control, houses

are almost exact replicas of each other.
4

Evidence of sameness can also be seen in Hebrew culture.

This is perhaps related, in both cases, to the emphasis on the unity

and oneness of God. On the other hand, the Western Christian is a

product of different cultural influences. The Zeitgeist of the West is,

"If unity is pragmatically worthwhile, keep it; if not, then discard

it." Variety, not uniformity, is highly regarded.

2. Time

Muslims have a high respect for historical perspectives. Lynn
Silvemale speaks of Muslim regard for the past:

Bengalis are oriented toward the past . their past is their

life. What they are now doesn't matter, they glory in what

they were in the past . . . The future enters very little into

the thinking of the Bengalis. To some extent Bengalis

consider it presumptuous to talk about the future, probably

due to the fatalism of their religion.’

The jews gloried in what could be called "recital theology."

How they loved to recite the works of God in the great

deliverance from Egypt, the giving of the Ten Commandments,
and the crossing of the Jordan into Canaan. They were dedicated

to the perpetuation of tradition. The present is a definite con-

sideration to the Jew and Muslim, but its impact is probably secon-

dary to that of the past.

Haleblian says the Arabs are little interested in specific

6. Kzikor (Greg) Haleblian, 'World View and Evangelization: A Case
Study on Arab People " (Th M. thesis. Fuller Theological Seminary, 1979), pp.
79-81.

7. Lynn Silvernale. "Study of Bengali Culture" (private paper), p 18
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Figure 2

Concept* of Religious Terminology

Vocabulary Muslim
Western Evangelical

Christian

1. God Distant Personal

Merciful Loving

Capricious Concerned

Vengeful Judgmental

Almighty Holy

2. Christ Prophet God

3. Bible Revelation from God Revelation from God

Changed, corrupted Authoritative

4. Trinity God, Mary, Jesus Father, Son,

Holy Spirit

5. Faith Object: God and

Muhammad
Object: Jesus as God

6. Sin Shame, embarrassment Guilt

Rebellion against Rebellion against

God God (primarily) and

man

7. Salvation Requirement: faith

and works
Requirement: faith

Provider: God Provider: God in

Christ

No assurance Assurance

8. Sanctification Emphasis on obe- Emphasis on role of

dience and ritual Holy Spirit

9. Love Stress on family Stress on community

10. Supernatural Belief in spirit world Belief based on teach-

Powers ings of Bible
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Muhammad's religion begins and ends with Allah. Allah is

described as "One," "Single," and "Eternal." The Creator of

all things and absolute sovereign, he has decreed both good

and evil. He is mighty, forgiving, compassionate, all-

knowing, wise and merciful, but he indifferently consigns

men to heaven or hell. If these descriptions sound mutually

contradictory, there is good reason because the Allah of the

Koran is essentially unknowable. As for the Christian God, it

is quite obvious that Muhammad thought that the Christian

Trinity was composed of Father, Mary the virgin, and their

child, Jesus. It is in light of this apparent misconception that

we must understand the repeated insistence in the Koran on

the unity of Allah.
14

The Old Testament portrays God in terms of His majesty,

power, and justice. But the New Testament conception of God
centers around love, holiness, and personal involvement with

mankind through Jesus. An important bridge in witnessing to

Muslims is to explore the common ground of the Quranic and

Old Testament views of God. For the Christian who accepts God
as the God of both the Testaments, this is no problem. After a

solid rapport is developed, it is natural to point out the in-

completeness of the old covenant and the necessity of the new.

2. Christ

To the Christian, Christ is a precious name. Our hearts swell

with gratitude as we consider the benefits we have received as a

result of our faith in God through the intermediary work of Christ

on the cross. Our minds are overwhelmed as we mentally

reconstruct Christ's acts of love, self-sacrifice, endurance, compas-

sion, and identification with sinful, rejecting mankind.

By the Muslim, however, the name Christ is greeted with am-

bivalence. On one hand, there is appreciation for the life and

ministry of one of the greatest of all prophets. On the other hand,

there are cynicism and disgust over the fact that around this man has

14. David I Hesselgrave, Communiiuting Christ Crcss-Cullurully (Grand Rapids:

Zondervan, 1978), p. 186.
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as aberrant) in most treatments, I quote rather extensively to sup-

port my contention.

Saint worship is widely practiced in many areas.

Although the worship of the dead is forbidden in Islam, yet

"Saint worship" is very common in Pakistan. A Muslim

would claim, perhaps, that practices at tombs are not acts of

worship, but are performed for the purpose of obtaining

blessings. But at the shrines, people worship the saints more

than God. The Muslims give great respect to their saints.
1*

Merle lnniger adds these observations:

At Pakpaltan, in the Punjab, devotees flock to worship at the

shrine of Baba Fand, a well-known 13th century saint, and to

seek his intercession. Singers, instrumentalists, and drum
beaters heighten the emotion of the scene, and dervishes

dance themselves into wajid" (ecstasy). Here is found the

"Bahishti Darwaza" (Door to Paradise), and believers wait in

long lines to pass through this door, for anyone who does so

during the festival is promised a sure entrance to Heaven.

Here one meets not only the poor and illiterate, but intellec-

tuals, government officials, and wealthy landlords also. Na-

tional leaders recognize the great influence of this festival

which is usually inaugurated by some important official.
17

lnniger also writes of the millions of Muslims who wear

charms or amulets. These are designed to ward off evil spirits and

bring good fortune. A verse from the Quran is written on a small

piece of paper which is forced into the amulet.'*

Bill Musk, who lives in the Middle East, has formulated a

chart (Figure 3) which highlights the differences between "low"

16 Anwar M Khan, 'Strategy to Evangelize Muslim Jats in Pakistan"

(Th M thesis, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1976), p. 47
17 Merlin W lnniger, "Getting to Know Their Heart Hunger’ Is a Key to

Reaching Muslims. ” Ei'imtfrliud Missions Qmirtrrlu, January 1979, p. 38.

18 Ibid, p 3o
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Figure 3

The Differences Between "Low' and "High" Islam

Form

Meaning In

'High" Islam

Meaning In

"Low" Islam

1. Confession Proves one is a true

Muslim

Words are used to

drive away evil

2. Prayer Ritual Bodily purity for wor-

shiping God
Demonic pollution

removed by wash-

ing

3. Legal Alms Responsibility to

fellow-Muslim

Precaution against

the evil eye

4. Fasting Sign of commitment

to Islam

Rituals for dealing

with evil, sickness

5. Pilgrimage Visit the epicenter

for the faith

Rituals deal with evil,

sickness, etc.

and "high" Islam.'
1

’ Note that the practices of "low" Islam support

the point under consideration.

Detmar Scheunemann of the Indonesian Bible Institute has

also commented on these features of Islam:

Working for many years in a Muslim country. 1 have come to

the conclusion that the power of Islam does not lie in its

dogma and practices, nor in the antithesis of the Trinity,

against the Lordship of Christ and his redeeming death, but in

the occult practices of its leaders, thus holding sway over

their people.
70

Throughout the Muslim world there is widespread belief in

jinn or superhuman beings. In the rural areas of the Punjab in

19

Bill Musk, "Popular Islam- The Hunger of the Heart." in Tht Co>ptl unJ

Mam. A 197g Compendium, ed Don M. McCurry (Monrovia. CA: MARC. 1979),

p 218.

20. Detmar Scheunemann. "Evangelism Among Occultists and Spiritists, in

Ltl Ihr Earth Hear His Voiit. ed. J. D Douglas (Minneapolis. World Wide Publica-

tions, 1975), p 885.
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A gospel for Greeks

The earliest example of apostolic preaching of the gospel is

Peter's sermon on Pentecost (Acts 2). This is a sermon in tune

w ith the central concerns of Peter’s audience, and it arises in

response to a specific question concerning the apparent drunk-

enness of the disciples. Beyond that, the sermon is by a Jew to

Jews about Jewish concerns. It contains the peculiar Jewish mix

of religion and politics, and especially the Jewish concept of his-

tory, involving the God who has acted continuously throughout

the long history’ of the Jewish people. In other words, Peter

preached about the claims to messiahship of Jesus and the sig-

nificance of this in light of his resurrection, matters which could

lx* of interest only to Jews.

Paul s speech several years later at the Areopagus in Athens

(Acts 17) is a classical example, as well as perhaps a paradigm,

of sound adaptation of the message—or at least its manner of

presentation—to a new cultural setting. Paul begins with

Athenian concerns for piety and reverence toward all forms of

deity, singling out the existence of an altar “to an unknown
g<xl as the {x>int of connection with Yahwism Rather than

dealing w ith Jesus' claim to be the Jewish Messiah, Paul begins

by establishing the fundamentals of monotheism, even quoting

from Greek writings to make his point, much as Peter had

quoted from 1 lebrew Scriptures w hen shaking to Jews. Jesus is

now described as an all-powerful divine Judge, rather than as

Jewish Messiah.

Paul s w as a formidable performance in cultural adaptation

in which he kept the central concerns of the message in focus.

Paul’s message of repentance in view of the existence of an all-

|X)werful divine Judge, Jesus, is identical to Peters call to

repentance in view of the existence of Jesus as Messiah. In both

arguments, the resurrection of Jesus is the clinch-pin to the ex-

position.

But is this really a paradigm, a model of cultural adaptation

in proclamation of the gospel, which we are meant to profit

from and imitate in our own missionary task?

If we compare the discourses in Acts 2 and 17, we notice that

while Peter was a Jew talking comprehensibly to Jews, Paul was
a Jew talking incomprehensibly to Greeks. The mention of the

resurrection and exaltation of Jesus, which in Jerusalem had
brought forth repentance and a mass conversion, in Athens

Dermis Hijlcr serves with Memionite Board of Missions, Elkhart, In-

diana. and Shalom Covenunt Communities in Burgos. Spain

reaped mostly laughter and ridicule. More than the mere

cultural forms of presentation of the message needed to be

adapted in order to ensure a high rate of success in Athens. The

Jewish message itself was offensive to the Greeks. No amount of

dressing it up in cultural equivalents could hide that fact.

Peter proposed to his audience a change of attitude concern-

ing the person of Jesus. To the Jews this may have seemed like

a major step, but many of their basic notions alxmt God could

remain standing. But Paul proposed to his audience a radical,

absolute change in worldview, a brand-new religion in which

all past truths are denied. The resulting converts were invited to

be much more like Jews than like Greeks. The converts did

most of the adapting until they fit in with the message. The
New Testament itself, though w ritten in Greek for Greek Chris-

tians, is much closer in thought to the Hebrew Scriptures than

to anything in Greek literature. Only in Athens, where Paul s

message was basically that of Jewish monotheism, did Paul

avoid getting in trouble with the Jews.

Paul s subsequent ministry in Corinth recorded in Acts 18

was quite successful, enough so that he gathered his whole

team with him and remained in the city for a full year and six

months Aside from the circumstantial evidence of Paul s

lengthy stay there, we also have his own evaluation: I always

thank Cod for you because of his grace given you in Christ

Jesus. For in him you have been enriched in every way— in all

your speaking and in all your knowledge—because our

testimony about Christ was confirmed in you. Therefore you do

not lack any spiritual gift as you eagerly wait for our Lord Jesus

Christ to be revealed (1 Cor. 1:4-7).

What was the key to Paul’s effectiveness in Corinth? Were
the ( orinthians not also Greeks? Were the demands on them to

adapt to Jewish thought patterns not as great, being inherent in

the message?

We need not speculate about Paul’s successful ministry in

Corinth. We have access to Paul’s memoirs of the events scat-

tered through the first two chapters of 1 Corinthians. In them is

no record of a brilliant speech in favor of the 1 lebrew G<xJ, such

as we have from Athens. Rather,

When I came to you, brothers, I did not come with elo-

quence or superior wisdom as I proclaimed to you the

testimony about God. For l resolved to know nothing while l

teas with you except Jesus C hrist and him crucified. I came
to you in weakness and fear, and with much trembling. My
message and my preaching were not with wise and persua-



sive words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit's power, so

that yourfaith might not rest on men’s wisdom
, but on (kids

power (l Cor. 2:1-5).

For Christ . . . /sent mej to preach the gospel—not with

words of human wisdom, lest the cross of Christ be emptied

of its power.

For the message of the cross is foolishness to those u ho are

perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power oj

God. . .

.

Where is the wise man? W here is the scholar? W here is

the philosopher of this age? Has not (kid made foolish the

wisdom oj the world? For since in the wisdom of (kid the

world through its wisdom did not know him, (kid was

pleased through the foolishness of what was preached to sare

those who believe. Jews demand miraculous signs and
Greeks look fur wisdom, but we preach Christ crucified: a

stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, but to

those whom God has called, both Jews and Greeks. ( joist

the power of (kid and the wisdom of God. For the foolishness

of God is wiser than man's wisdom, and the weakness of God
is stronger than man s strength . (kid chose the foolish

things of the world to shame the wise

;

Ckid chose the weak

things of the world to shame the strong ( 1 ( lor. 1 17 1 H, 20-

25, 27).

Paul’s strategy in Corinth was “The Wisdom of Foolishness

or The Strength of Weakness. This was not an isolated ease;

the style of New Testament proclamation was normally that of

strength in weakness and w isdom in foolishness. This style (or

strategy for transcultural proclamation) which was successful

across the cultural gaps of New Testament times might prove to

lx* the best style or strategy for proclaiming the gospel in any

culture texlay

The wisdom of foolishness or the strength of weakness

I’anfs theme oj weakness

Paul s weakness and foolishness were not only in evidence in

Corinth (Acts 18) We also see it in Pisidiau Antioch ( IT 19-52),

Iconium (14 4-7), Lystra (14: 19-20), and other places In all of

these Paul was assaulted, persecuted, chased from one place to

another. He and his companions met violence with nonvio-

lence, hate with love, stoning with flight They were insignifi-

cant and powerless, the helpless victims of abuse. At Philippi

(Acts 16) Paul was illegally flogged and jailed Whatever were

the virtues of being apologized to the following day, the fact

remains that he was a victim of injustice; even though t

I

k* injus-

tice w as admitted by officials, Paul was expelled from the city

His Roman citizenship, to w hich Paul appealed on a couple

occasions in desperation, w as really ineffective as protection His

was the fate of the weak and nonviolent in a world organized by

the powerful and violent. Had Paul organized the converts in

the cities he visited into paramilitary outfits, people might have

treated him with more respect But violence, even in legitimate

self-defense, was not an option for him

Paul as a refugee lived out an evangelistic pattern he himself

helped get started before his conversion. The lirst missionary

expansion from Jerusalem was also a refugee enterprise. 1 he

pitiably victimized, with only their clothes on their backs and

mourning their dead, spread the gospel like a wildfire through-

out Judea and as far as Samaria, Phoenicia, Cyprus. Cyrene,

and Antioch (Acts 8:4; 1 1 : 19-21 ) Their helplessness and suffer

ing made people listen to their story Those w ho could see the

patent injustice of their plight were only a short step away from

actually embracing and identifying with their cause Many took

that step

In Acts 23 Paul was again on the verge of perishing under

opixisition, this time in Jerusalem The Roman commander
feared Paul would be torn to pieces by the mob; more than
forty characters took a vow of starvation as guarantee of their

intent to kill Paul That night (v. 11) the laird appeared to Paul

and said, l ake courage! As you have testified about me in

Jerusalem, so you must also testify in Rome What awaited

Paul in Rome was more of the same treatment he was receiving

in Jerusalem. No wonder he was told to take courage!

The end of Acts does indeed leave Paul in captivity in Rome.
The amazing thing is that this in no way hindered Paul’s

ministry there People flocked to his place, and he preached

without hindrance. Something in this poor fellow, this Jew who
could not even go out on the streets, made people w ish to hear

him 1 bs precariousness seemed to give a special authenticity to

his message Of course, Paul was not respectable. He probably

wasn t the sort people wanted to associate with if they were
concerned about their reputation But evidently for some
people in Rome, respectability and reputation didn't mean
much Those w ho were success-oriented probably steered clear

of Paul But those who were intimately acquainted with failure,

those who knew firsthand the ravages and despair of injustice,

saw something in Paul’s hope, his assured confidence in a risen

Lord, which was compelling.

Paul was well aware of the strategic advantages of prison for
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the advancement of the gospel. He writes in I’hilippians 1 12-

14
,

Now l want you to know, brothers, that what has hap-

pened to me has really served to advance the gospel. As a

result, it has become clear throughout the whole palace

guard and to everyone else that l am in chains for Christ be-

cause of my chains, most of the brothers in the I ord have

been encouraged to speak the word of Cod more coma
geously andfearlessly (cf. Eph 3 13; Col 1 24)

This matter of imprisonment and suffering as a strategy for

the advancement of the gospel applies not only to Paul He
\\ rites in Philippians 1 :27-30,

Whatever happens, condui t yoursch es in a manner

worthy of the gospel of Christ Thi n, it hethei I come and sec

you or only hear about you in my absence, I trill know that

you stand firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the

faith of the gospel without being frightened in any way by

those who oppose you This is a sign to them that they will be

destroyed, but that you will be saved—and that by Cod. Tor

it has been granted to you on behalf of C'hrist not only to

believe in him, but also to suffer for him, since you are going

through the same struggle you sau I had. and non hear that

l still have.

That is a fantastic statement! Paul says that the very ac t of

suffering is evangelistic; it is a sign of Clod s salvation Persecu-

tion is a privilege granted by (>od in order to make people more

useful in spreading the gospel (ef 1 I'hess 1:4-0; 2:1-6,13,14;

Eph. 3:7-13).

In 1 Corinthians 4:9-13 Paul gives a description of the- a|x>s-

tolic ministry

:

It seems to me that God has put us apostles on display at

the end of the procession, like men condemned to die in the

arena. We have been made a spectacle to the it hole universe,

to angels as well as to men W e are fools for ( hrist . we are

weak . . . we are dishonored To this very hour we go hungry

and thirsty, we are in rags, we are brutally treated, we are

homeless. U'e work hard with our on n hands. When we are

cursed, ue bless; when we are persecuted, we endure it;

when we are slandered, we answer kindly ( p to thus mo-

ment we have become the scum of the earth, the refuse of

the world.

In 2 Corinthians 11 Paul apologizes lor boasting but what

does he boast about? The long list begins, I have worked

much harder, been in prison more frequently, been Hogged

more severely , and been exposed to death again and again (v

23). Paul’s list continues in the same vein until he sums it all up,

say ing. If 1 must boast. I will boast of the things that show my
weakness (v. 30).

But Paul is not finished boasting of his weakness as a sign of

apostolic authenticity. Even physical illness, the thorn in the

flesh (2 Cor. 12:7), qualifies

Three times / pleaded with the Lord to take it away from
me. But he said to me. My grace is stiffincut for you. for my
power is made perfect in weakness " Therefore / will boast

all the more gladly about my weakness, so that Christ's

power may rest on me. That is why. for ( hirst's sake, I de-

light in weakness, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in

difficulties Tor when I am weak, then I am strong (vv 8- 10).

Concerning the evangelistic uses of the apostle’s physical ill-

ness. see Galatians 4:13-15.

As we observe Paul’s recurrent {xior health, and as we stress

his physical, social, and economic weakness land we might add

Paul s ow n low regard for his skills as a public s[xaker, 2 ( or

1 1 :6) we risk losing sight of the jxiwer and strength lie* actually

did display regularly through miracles, healings, deliverances,

and other supernatural events that often accompanied his

ministry Those were critical elements in his ministry, elements

Jesus had said were available to those who engaged in the proc-

lamation of his kingdom

But the miraculous element in the apostolic ministry, far

from being an indication of strength, is truly an extreme form of

weakness Paul said that in his own weakness Christ’s strength

is shown Likewise, our expectation of miracles demands an

absolute dependence on the sovereignty of Cod Miracles are

uncontrollable; they are risky business They do not always

happen when we need them, and they usually happen rather

unexpectedly To rely on the power of (xk 1 through miracles is

to lay oneself open to failure, to set oneself up constantly for

ridicule.

\\ cakness and foolishness in Jesus

After John was put in prison Jesus went into Galilee, pro-

claiming the good news of (aid (Mk 1:14). Here, as in the

other Synoptics, Jesus is first of all a proelaimer of the gospel,

whatever else may be said of him. In this sense, Jesus is a

primary model for gospel proclamation in the New Testament.

I he context in w hich Jesus is said to have begun his evange-

listic ministry is the arrest of John the Baptist. In this connec-

tion is a foreshadowing of his own fate as an evangelist Some-

one w ho sets himself up as a successor to a person who is about

to be murdered unjustly at the whim of a teenage girl is cer-

tainly not identifying strongly with the powerful in this world

nor show ing much worldly Vvisdom.

John the Baptist was a good example of the weakness of

those w ho preach the good news of Jesus. He never identified

with the rich, with the powerful, or with the socially important

But is there any significance to his extreme lifestyle, other than

its weirdo effect? What kinds of people could someone like

this attract? I lie aristocratic Sadducees and the Roman higher

command no doubt stay ed away. John’s diet and clothing were

in sharp contrast w ith the diet and clothing of the priesthood,

both as prescribed by Moses and as practiced in Jerusalem. Was
this part of John s message? Was it part of his missionary

strategy in order to express something of the nature of true rela-

tionships with (aid? Whether or not John’s poverty was volun-

tary. his weakness was genuine. It was not a gimmick with an

escape clause for w hen the going got rough, as was proved by

the untimclincss and the ultimate pointlessness of the manner
of his death

As John was arrested, Jesus stepped in to take his place.

What a position to fill
1 Were no other vacancies in Jewish re-

ligious life to be filled, that Jesus should choose to succeed such

a prophet? Or was his a conscious, premeditated decision, a

strategy lor making the gospel known, useful in itself for illus-

trating the nature of the gospel?

Jesus went from town to town preaching and healing (Mt

9 35 IS). Who was his audience? The crowds drew his com-
passion because they were harassed and helpless. In Matthew
1 1 5-0 Jesus described his ministry as that of a healer and of

someone who preaches to the poor He added, "Blessed is the

man who does not fall away on account of me Falling away
on account of sue h a person is a temptation that would espe-

cially afflict the ambitious, the* susccess-oriented, those who
aspire to power Hie attributes which lead to such things were
not to be found in Jesus. He was a homeless wanderer: “Foxes
have holes and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man
has no place to lay his head (Mt. 8:20).

W hen Jesus sent the Twelve on their proclamation mission

(Mt 10), he told them to take no gold, silver, or even copper;

neither backpack nor extra clothes; not even a sturdy club for

defense against attacking people or beasts, or sandals to make
flight swifter Vet both here and elsewhere (Mt. 24:14), Jesus



voiced the expectation that these [xx>r fellows, let lixise u|k)ii

the world like sheep among wolves, would convey the message
of a new order to the highest authorities as well as to the

lowliest peasantry and to the farthest reaches of the world

Jesus had the expectation—as Paul came to have— that trial

in a courtroom would be a typical setting and means for evan
gelism and that persecution itself would facilitate proclamation

(Mt. 10:16-20).

Luke 10 21 is a fitting summary of Jesus’ notions on proc la-

mation: 1 praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, Ire-

cause you have hidden these things from the w ise and learned

and revealed them to little children. Yes, Father, for this was
your good pleasure Jesus ended up on a cross, as he had
predicted, the model and paradigm of weakness and foolishness

for the sake of salvation.

The nature and implications of being a witness

From the beginning of Acts we see a concern to establish the

nature and roster of official witnesses to Jesus. We see the- role

these official witnesses had. When Peter delivered his sermon at

Pentecost the other eleven appointed witnesses, the- ajrostles,

stood together with him When he arrived at the climax of his

speech, he stated, as he stcxxl with the eleven, “Cod has raiscxl

this Jesus to life, and we are all witnesses of the' fact (Acts

2:32). In c hapter 13 Paul appealed to the special certification of

these twelve appointed witnesses: "(ktd raised (Jesus) from the

dead, and for man) days he w as seen by those who had traveled

w ith him from Galilee to Jerusalem They are now his witnesses

to our people” (vv. 30-31 ).

Acts 5:32 intrcxfuces a significant addition to the twelve wit

nesses Peter and the apostles told the' Sanhedrin, “We are wit

nesses of these things, and so is tfie Holy Spirit, whom G<xl has

given to those who obey him The Holy Spirit as an offic ial

witness functions in a manner different from that of Ac ts 121
26 where the official witnesses were narrowed dow n to twelve,

regardless of the many others who had set'll the' risen Lord

Now, by means of the Spirit, many w ho have not actually seen

the risen Lord have access to the- status of official w itness. The
Hole Spirit, given by Gcxl to those who obey, will be

manifested as a w itness through whomever Cod chooses

Such was the case of Stephen, who was called the I ord s w it

ness in the context of a description of his death (Acts 22 20)

This context is not fortuitous It intrcxluces a new clement in

tlic
1 recognition of official witnesses, which in clue time was to

become much more important than the fact of having seen the

risen Lord. Stephen apparently earned the status of witness

—

martyr—by means of his death while in the* course of prcxlama

tion.

For the New Testament church, suffering, even suffering

unto death, was part and parcel of the* nature and definition of

witnessing. Something is frightfully compelling about being a

true w itness to the suffering, passion, and resurrection of Jesus

Christ: If by means of the Holy Spirit given to those who obev

\cts 5 32) a person has honestly and profoundly come face to

lace with Jesus in both his death and exaltation, then personal

safety and the wisdom of this world become meaningless.

Those' who have truly come to grips with the- risen Lord be-

come rash, reckless, foolish, and unconcerned about riches,

power, or even personal health Those who have really wit-

nessed the risen Lord and are therefore witnesses will take risks

no one else would dare take.

1 his is the essence of New Testament proclamation in ever)

culture, both to Jews and Creeks, and even as far as Home
Those w ho proclaim the gospel of (

'lirist do so because the)

have been officially constituted as w itnesses by the Hob Spirit

The) therefore risk all—reputation, wealth, health, social

standing, |xiliee brutality, menacing mobs, even the loss of

life—to make Jesus known. Part of the appeal of their message
comes from the admiration which arises in those who know no
cause in life worth losing it all

I he appropriateness of the means for the message

Jesus and Paul had a profoundly meaningful reason to

choose "strength in weakness, and wisdom in foolishness” as

the means for the proclamation of the gospel in New Testament
cultures. This is illustrated by the phrase made popular by
Marshall McLuhan in the 1960s, “the means is the message.”
What better way to convey a weak and foolish gospel than

through weakness and foolishness?

Paul s thesis is this: “For in the gospel a righteousness from
( lod is revealed, a righteousness that is by faith from first to last,

just as it is written: The righteous will live by faith (Horn

1 17) That, in a nutshell, is the whole weakness and foolishness

of the gos[M'l a gospel which demands and depends upon faith

As Paul admits,

We hare testified about Cod that he raised Christ from the

deail. Hut he did not raise him if in fact the dead are not

raised Tor ij the dead are not raised, then Christ has not

been raised either. And if Christ has not been raised, your

faith is futile; you are still in your sins. Then those u ho have

fallen asleep in Christ are lost Ij only for this life we have
hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men (I Cor.

15 15-19).

To avoid weakness and foolishness in proclaiming the gospel

is to do the gospel itself a great disservice. To do so is to hide its

essence, to distort and twist the message To try to preach the

gospel through powerful and smart means from the comfort
and ease of the prosperous and successful in society is to rob the

gospel of its ow n power and wisdom. The power and wisdom of

the gospel can become apparent only in situations of weakness,

situations such as poverty, hunger, sickness, prison, injustice,

suffering, violence, oppression, scorn, ridicule, and helplessness.

Here is the power of unexpected deliverance, the power of

finding resources where in all logic there should be none, the

power of Ibing in hope when despair would make more sense,

the power for one to get up and function when a moment ago

one w as sick in bed.

I his also is the wisdom of nonviolence rather than the

destructive inodes of operation of those who consider them-

selves successful, the wisdom of holiness in a world of lives

destroyed by selfishness, greed, and hedonism.

A gospel shorn of this power and wisdom is a useless and

senseless gospel On the surface it may look like goixi news, but

in fact it is no news.

Another reason why “the strength of weakness, and the

wisdom of foolishness is an appropriate means for proclama-

tion of the gospel is that it has to do with precisely the procla-

mation of the gospel in a culture different from that of its

origin. The following assertions are hunches, not facts

necessarily researched by cultural anthropologists

1 A person approaching any sixiety from the bottom as a

weak, poor, uncouth, socially inept, homeless jx-rson will likely

gain rapid access to the people and receive a good hearing for

the message. Such a person will be at least as successful as

someone who exudes an aura of power, success, prosperity, and

boundless self-confidence

2 The former w ill be perceived as sensitive to the needs of

the people, understanding of their condition, and ultimately

trustworthy, whereas the latter will be perceived as insensitive,

overbearing, and paternalistic.

3. Both types may well gain a following, but for radically dif-



ferent motivations. In the one case, people might wish to

identify with the preacher whose social standing, jxiwer,

wisdom, and influence upon divinity will be perceived to be

beneficial to those who follow. But in the other case, people w ill

confront a true and faithful witness of the risen Lord who
brings hope in the midst of despair and courage and strength to

the average, run-of-the-mill nobody.

4. Finally, Western culture needs a gospel proclaimed byfl

means of weakness and foolishness. In our own culture Jesus

needs true and faithful w itnesses w ho not only identify w ith the

weak and foolish but who actually become weak and foolish,

those who not only identify with the poor, oppressed, unedu-

cated, and sick but who actually become poor, oppressed,

naive, and stalwart in the face of prolonged or severe illness.

Some Thoughts on Change in Mennonite Missions

FRED KNISS

|
In Africa] Christianity is shedding its warm rays to the re-

motest village. . . . The black man reaches out for the white

man’s learning. Deep in his heart lies a hidden longing lor the

w hite man’s godly peace, although he himself does not realize

it. The white man must convince him of this Strange as it

may sound to our ears today, this quote is taken from one of the

early mission histories, written by Mennonite missionaries and

published by Mennonite Publishing House (Zimmerman and
Leatherman, 1936 132ff. ). Only a little reading of the old mis-

sion histories helps me to realize that Mennonite missionaries

have come a long way. When one sets out to write alxmt mis-

sions today, one is form! to write about change

A theory of change
One of the most significant recent works on change theory in

the field of science is Thomas Kuhn's The Structure of Scien-

tific Revolutions. Kuhn’s ideas about change and progress in

the natural sciences have been adopted and put to work by

many practitioners of the less exact sciences. Sociologists,

anthropologists, political scientists, even theologians, have
found his ideas useful In this article we will see whether

Kuhn’s description of the process of change can help us under-

stand the changes in Mennonite missions over the past eighty-

five years.

Kuhn's ideas

Briefly, Kuhn’s thesis alxnit the change process is that progress

in scientific theory does not occur in incremental steps, each

one building on the last Rather, it occurs in giant revolutionary

leaps which overturn previous theories. The replacement of

Ptolemy’s earth-centered universe with Copernicus helio-

centric theory is a clear example of such a revolution in

astronomy. The movement from New ton to Einstein in physics

is another.

Kuhn suggests that these revolutions follow a similar pattern.

The steps in this pattern are paradigm formation, normal

science, emergence of anomaly, crisis, and finally a revolution

which sets up a new paradigm A paradigm is a conceptual

t red Kniss is a graduate student In sociology at the University of

Chicago. He has served i/i Kenya with Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions and Charities, Saiunga, Pennsylvania, since 1971

)

framework—a construct of assumptions, beliefs, facts, and

theories which govern how a scientist perceives reality.

Paradigm formation denotes the process by which a certain

body of theory gains acceptance by most practitioners of a

specific science and begins to govern the way they research

their field. The accepted paradigm emerges from many con-

flicting views of reality in the beginning of a particular field of

inquiry. Which paradigm emerges as the victorious brxly of

theory depends upon its comparative efficacy as well as his-

torical and cultural influences. Examples of these accepted

paradigms which emerged from a variety of conflicting theories

are what we now call Ptolemaic astronomy, Aristotelian d\-

nainics, and wave optics.

Normal science follows the emergence of a paradigm

Normal science addresses itself to the questions raised by a

particular paradigm, using the theory, methixls, and instru-

mentation it suggests. It attempts to expand the body of facts

that are needed to articulate fully the paradigm and to resolve

any ambiguities or unanswered questions that are a part of it

During normal science the results of research are quite

predictable. Scientists do not expect or attempt to produce any

novelties. Normal science is a relatively unimaginative process

The accepted paradigm mles.

Anomalies. When normal science is completely successful as

defined by its governing paradigm, no unexpected novelties of

fact or theory’ will emerge. Unfortunately for the proponents of

a particular paradigm, normal science is never completely suc-

cessful Unexpected results—anomalies—which defy the para-

digm s predictions do emerge. Anomalies are not always im-

mediately recognized as such by those who are interested in

maintaining a paradigm. For example, Lavoisier’s discovery of

oxygen in 1777 overthrew the previously accepted phlogiston

theory of combustion. Lavoisier’s discovery followed three

years of experimentation by Priestley which had produced

similar results. However, Priestley, was never able to accept

voisier s explanations.

Crisis. Anomalies nearly always emerge with difficulty and

are met by resistance. But anomalies do emerge within any

paradigm, and the first usually opens the door for others. The
increasing presence of unexplained anomalies within a para-

digm brings on a crisis for its proponents. This crisis perirxl is

marked by frequent adjustments to the prevailing paradigm
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Joy Hoffman
Ec 50 4-13-84

Tillich, Paul. Theology o f Culture . lid . R.C. Kimball. London:
Oxford University Press, 1959*

This collection of essays provided me my first taste of Paul

TillicJ’j. Tillich's range and the depth of his erudition is astonishing;

he commands with supreme confidence such diverse disciplines as ethics,

philosophy, psychology and aesthetics. He argues that there are no

sacred or secular realms. Rather, religion, defined as "ultimate con-

cern," is the substance of all cultural forms and can answer the

questions culture asks about the meaning and quality of existence.

Four introductory essays provide the theoretical foundations of

Tillich's discussion. He points out that the Augustinian and Thomistic

approaches have shaped the contemporary philosophy of religion. Indeed,

oneof his strengths is his ability to diagnose and evaluate opposing

forces, showing how they relate to one another either in creative tension

or conflict. A particularly striking example is the third essay, which

sketches the struggle between the concept of "time" and "space" as

determiners of cultural woridriew. lie equates "space" with a cosmological,

philosophical outlook that is inappropriate for a genuine religious

quest, while "time" overcomes space and tragedy: "historical fulfillment

and justice belong to the God who acts In time and through time, uniting

the separated space of his universe in love" (p. 38)*

Tillich launches into an examination of modern Western culture

with some trenchant observations about its mechanistic nature. But I

found the essays comprising the book's middle section to be extremely

rough going. To one relatively unschooled in philosophy, Tillich's
Vr,

historical survey and analysis of Existentialism remains rather impene-

trable. Still, he does well in applying Existentialist principles to

certain cultural insistutions such as language and education; the

essays abound in striking observations such as : "theology had to learn

from psychoanalytic method the meaning of grace, the meaning of for-

giveness as acceptance of those who are unacceptable and not of those v/ho

are the good people" (p. 124).

The concluding essays, concentrating on the comparison of American

culture with those of Europe and Russia, are the most gripping parts of



the book because they move beyond the abstract. Tillich's call for

"creative synthesis" of the contraries he outlines can serve as the

cornerstone for the entire volume, which has as its core a profound

concern for human creativity. Hov/ever, while we must applaud Tillich's

insight and sincerity, it is vital not to minimize his ’weaknesses.

Whenever theology draws its method from an external discipline, it is

bound to limit and reduce Christian revelation. What Bultmanri has done

for Biblical criticism, Tillich has done for theology: the elevating

of Existentialist tenets into a hermeneutic that ultimately limits the

inquiry it sets out to widen.

Simply stated, Tillich makes culture the determiner of God rather

than God's creation and servant. The question, lie says, is not "What

is the Christian message?" but "how shall the message be focused for

the people of our time?" The gospel, he claims, is a matter of decision,

not a truth independent of our choice for or against it. Such a

gospel, divorced from historical witness and genuine eschatological

hope, is anthropocentric rather than Christocentric. Tillich tells me

that the Christian faith invites me to "take anxiety upon myself"

(p. 205)* This dreary description of religion bears little resemblance

to the joy, empowerment and fruitfulness in the Spirit upheld in the

hew Testament. Inevitably, Tillich’s Existentialist bias leaves him

with a bloodless Jesus and vitiated Spirit who have no power to trans-

form culture. Indeed, he implies that human decision alone will be the

agent of cultural transformation, a belief that history convincingly

contradicts. Hence, Theology of Culture is in the final analysis an

incomplete book . Though it offers helpful insights and profound

analysis, it rests on the shaky foundation of humanly-constructed

philosophy, not on the foundation that no human can lay, which is

Christ Jesus our Lord.
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THE AMERICAN WORLD VIEW

i

Most Americans believe that the

physical or natural world around them is real

and orderly and that they can experience it

with a measure of accuracy by means of their

senses. Thev therefore take the material world

seriously. This natural life is seen as important

and comfort and material possessions as worthy

goals for human striving. To a great extent,

material goods provide a measure of a person's

status and success.

1.1 Absolutes In a real world, there are ab-

e is a categorical difference be-

tween the reality of the natural world and
the fantasies created by our minds and
between hu orv and mvth, fact and fiction,

truth and error, right and wrong. A person
experiences reality most accurately when he
is awake. Dreams and inner visions are illu-

sions. and those who lose touch with the re-

alities of the external world are considered

mentally ill.

1.2 There is a sharp distinction

between the natural and supernatural worlds.

The natural world is experienced directly

through the senses and can be studied by

means of the sciences and humanities. Super-

natural experiences, on the other hand, are,

for all practical purposes, confined to inner

feelings, which cannot be empirically tested

or to mirades and visions, which are not seen

as common ordinary experiences and are,

therefore, somewhat suspect. Few people,

even those who are religious, live with a con-

stant awareness that the world around them
is inhabited bv spirits that directly influence

their everydas experiences. It is this living in

a • natural” world which is the basis of West-

ern secularism.

1J Unpa^jme Time, like other dimensions of

th^wond, is linear. It extends along a uni-

form scale into the future and past without

repeating itself. Since a person has only one
life to live, he must make the most of it: the

religious man bv preparing for heaven, the

secular man bv enioving himself. There is a

sense of finality about this life, which must be
lived without the benefit of a dress rehearsal,

without a practice run.

1 .4 OrHe^ndlmmutahibtv The world is seen as

ConsTstem^WW^Crderly—as operating ac-

cording to natural laws that apply uniformly

over time and space. Changes take place ac-

cording to predictable processes and then

only within certain limits. People do not sud-

denly and without explanation become
demons, nor do lions become humans.

358 Worldviews • Two world views

THE.Igsaiyi*many Indians, the h, —1. Mava 'To many fndians. the natural"
ha^^Wltimate reality. It is a world <-»

tive experiences—a transitory, ever-ch^
creation of our minds. In a chaotic. unp^"T

,

l|

,

able world of experiences, order. —
and truth can be found only within oneself t>»
Ultimate Reality, or Brahman, cannot he
ceived bv the finite person, confined as he
the prison of his mind. A person can ga,„ ,
glimpse of it only through meditation m ,rn.
spection, and the deep, innermost experierntl
of the self.

1.1 Relativism in the world of ’mava. the.-r
ar^’n?^'absolutes—no sharp distinctions
between "real" or objective experiences ary
illusions, between fact and fantasy, bct-.vrrn

absolute truth and error. Myths of the past
merge imperceptibly into histories, which at

subjective interpretations of events. Dream-,
and visions are as much a part of a man s e»-

periential world as his “awake” life, fven
right and wrong are personal interpretations

of moralities that are relative to one s station

in life.

There is no sharp distmc-

tween natural and supernatural. Cods
and spints are as real in everyday expenences
as natural objects. Natural and supernatural

explanations are freeiy interchanged in ration-

alizing dailv occurrences. This blending at

the supernatural and natural realms into a

single framework lies at the heart of what is

sometimes referred to as India's supernatural

orientation.

1.2 Superna^raiiyn

tii^Wrtwwnnati

1J ^^j^^me Time is a continual rerun of

persons and events. The universe repeats it-

self in an almost unending series of epochs of

prospentv and decay, of existence and non-

existence. Individuals are reborn a hundred

thousand times on a thousand different levels

of life. This transmigration of all things from

one life to the next blurs further any distinc-

tions that may appear to be real in this life.

1.4 Mutabilitvan^lJ^^g^i^iiuJitv Things are

no^ilwav^^WaMhey first appear to be. The

passing beggar may be a king or a demon;

the lion may be a god. In folk tales, animals

live and talk in a world that mirrors that of

humans. In scriptures, gods and demons fre-

quently enter the world of men in various

forms. Unexplainable changes are constantly

taking place on earth. It is the world to which

Americans are exposed on T.V., in which

Clark Kents become Supermen and Shoe-

shine Dogs become Underdogs.



1.5 knowledge There exists a deep faith that

thenuman mind, by its rational processes,

can discover knowledge of the order the un-

derlies the universe and that with this knowl-

edge, humans can eventually control it for

their own benefit. Moreover, knowledge in it-

self has high value. A person is often judged

by his knowledge and intellectual commit-

ment to the right ideological creeds, more
than by his behavior in everyday experiences.

2. A Particularistic and Categorized World

Americans commonly use distinct categories

and dichotomies to organize experiences.

They dassifv the world into types of objects,

people, and ideas and differentiate between

good and bad guys in westerns, success and
failure in business, and passing and failing in

school. The sciences are elaborate systems to

categorize and relate expen ences. For example,

many Americans tend to divide living beings

into different types of life: supernatural be-

ings, people, animals, and plants. And the dis-

tinctions among them are sharp. To worship

people as gods is sacrilegious. On the other

hand, people cannot be killed for food, nor

harnessed to a plow, as can the lower animals.

2.1 Equality There are fundamental differ-

ences among categories within a single tax-

onomy or domain, but within each category

things are more or less the same and equal:

they are of the same kind. In the hierarchy of

life, all people belong to the same category,

"homo sapiens”; therefore, they are equals.

The ideal society is one in which all men have

equal opportunities. Every person should

have the right to contract and to break rela-

tionships and the right to be respected as an

autonomous person. Ideally, all people

should be converted to the same religious

and political point of view and observe the

same customs. Integration in the universe is

based on homogeneity, not on diversity.

1.5 VJ^ygm Humanity's goal is to gain wisdom
("jnana")—an intuitive understanding of the

true nature of reality. Unlike knowledge,
which comes by rational analysis and often

has little effect on a person's behavior,
wisdom comes as an inner light, as a flash of

insight, which completely transforms a

person's life and relationships to the world.

No longer bound by ignorance nor attached

to this world by desire, he or she is freed to

live out this life in deep inner peace and,
after death, to be released from the futility of

future rebirths. Like a drop of water that falls

back into the ocean, so the fragment of real-

ity in humans, the spirit, is reabsorbed and
lost in the cosmic Brahman. Release, not self-

realization, is the supreme end. The wise

realize that in a world of mava, a person's

best course of action is nonattachment ana
noninvolvement.

2. The Unitv of All Things Human experiences

are endlessly varied and fragmented, but

beneath the diversity of this phenomenal world

lies a single essential unity. All things are mani-

festations of one spirit. The result is that Indians

often organize their varied experiences along

continuums. Like ladders, these have many
rungs, but form a single whole. Life is seg-

mented into an infinite variety of beings: gods,

demigods, spirits, demons, people, animals,

plants, and material objects. Eut life, itself, is

one. It is easv, therefore, to understand why
Hindus refuse to kill animals, such as cows. It

also explains whv thev feel it proper to worship

saints, since these, like the gods, are above
them in the continuum of life. Character-

istically, in music, the total spectrum of sounds
is divided into notes, and these into quarter-

notes and sixteenth notes, until the glide be-

comes the hailmark of Indian music.

2.1 Hierarchy Segments in anv continuum

are organized on the principle of hierarchy,

and hierarchy is both necessary and good.

The caste system is oniv part of a larger social

order that extends up through the spirits and

down through the worlds of animals and

plants. Each person has a unique place in this

order. All religions lead to the truth, but

some are higher than others. The highest are

the paths of wisdom in which the devotee

gains insight into the true nature of the uni-

verse by means of meditation and asceticism.

Below these are the manv paths of mental de-

votion to the god of one's choice, and at the

bottom are the paths of ritual duty—of

bringing offerings to an image. Values, too,

are ranked. The highest are spiritual values of

release from transmigration, then the meta-

physical ones of wisdom and insight, then the

biological ones of health and offspring, and at

the bottom, material possessions and power.
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THE AMERICAN WORLD VIEW
2.2 lndividu.2iis.-n The individuality and worth

of each person is taken for granted. It is as-

sumed that all men have inalienable rights to

"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

Applied to society, the stress on individualism

leads to an idealization ot freedom. Commu-
nism, socialism, and other economic systems,

which are thought to restrict the individual,

are reiected in favor of free enterprise and
capitalism. Democracy, in which a man has

the right to choose his rulers, is the ideal

form of government. With regard to the indi-

vidual, the emphasis is on self-realization. On
earth, this is expressed in a search for identity

and praise for the self-made man, in heaven

in the ultimate self-fulfillm nt of the individ-

ual.

2.3 Competition In an individualistic world, all

forms of life compete for resources and
dominance. Therefore, people must be ag-

gressive in their relationship to nature.

Humanity conquers space’ and "beats the

heat." The allopathic system of medicine is

aimed at killing germs and overcoming dis-

ease. In the soda! order, individuals must
compete for status. Their station in life

should be determined not by birth, but by
ability and effort.

3. Natural and Moral Management Bv their

knowledge of natural and moral laws, people
are increasingly able to control their destinv.

They and not fate are primarily responsible for

the engireering of the future.

3.1 Science and Technology If one wants to

understand the culture of the United States,

one must look at its universal education in

the natural sciences, its universities, tech-

nological institutes, and research labora-

tories, and its industrial complexes. The
Americans’ commitment to science and tech-

nology goes beyond mere gadgeteering. They
know that science grows even though individ-

uals may have no personal knowledge of any
of its fundamental principles, and they have
faith that it can provide the grounds on which
can be built a secure way of life for people.

THE INDIAN WORLD VIEW
2.2 Specialization and Interdependence y
ments of a whole are also integrated on the
principle of interdependence. Each caste h*.
certain unique skills and specialized functions
that are essential for the operation of the
society as a whole. Each individual has certam
tasks to fulfill within the family Diversity and
cooperation, not uniformity and competition
are the ideals.

2.3 Patron-Client Relationships Some people
are clearly born to greater rights and respon-
sibilities, others to service. The ideal social

relationships are those that combine both the

principles of hierarchy and interdependence
into hereditary patron-client bonds.

3. Karma or Cosmic Law In an organic uni-

verse, in which each part contributes to the har-

monious operation of the whole, all processes

are governed by the law of "karma, just as

there is no distinction between natural and
supernatural worlds, so there is no sharp dif-

ference between natural and moral laws. All ac-

tions are governed bv karma and have both nat-

ural and moral consequences.

3.1 Samsara or Pilgrimage The condition ot

each life in a person's spiritual pilgrimage is

determined bv the actions, good or bad, of

his previous lives. The fruits of one s actions

are not alwavs seen in this life. Transmigra-

tion is not fatalistic. A person's present posi-

tion and the things that happen to him are

determined by past deeds, but by his

response to life now, he is shaping his future

destiny.

World views • Two world views



THE AMERICAN WORLD VIEW

3.2 Uniform Morality and lustice People are

responsible for building a society based on

self-evident" principles, such as love, equal-

ity, freedom, respect for the rights of others,

and on a general humanitarian compassion

for one's fellow humans. These principles

apply equally to all and are the basis for legal

systems. Thus, for example, war criminals are

held accountable not only for the orders of

their superiors or the laws of their countries,

but also to universal principles of humane

conduct during a conflict. The primary con-

cern of law and morality is to mete out jus-

tice. Good must be rewarded and evil pun-

ished in this lifetime. Beyond this life, the

consequence of one s actions are expressed

in terms of heaven and hell.

3.3 Missionary Those who have knowledge

and the truth, whether this is scientific or re-

ligious. have a moral obligation to share it

with the rest of the world. All over the world,

American experts are helping people of other

nations to improve their educational systems,

their agricultural production, their military

forces, their industrial growth, and their re-

ligious destinies.

4. Self-reliance As Frances Hsu has pointed

out (1972:248), the dominant value directing

everyday American behavior is self-reliance.

There are few fears as great as those of depen-

dence on others and running out of money.

This value has its roots in the stress of individu-

alism, freedom, and management.

4.1 Expanding Good There has been, until re-

cently, a belief that the world of all that is

good is expanding, that there are new fron-

tiers for people to conquer. As the geo-

graphic limits of the earth were explored,

people turned their attention to the expan-

sion of knowledge, technology, and gross na-

tional products in order to create their utopia

of self-realization. People compete for what is

good, but one person's advance need not

come at the expense of another's fall. New
opportunities are there for those who seek

them.

THE INDIAN WORLD VIEW

3.2 Relative Morality Right and wrong depend

tor a person on his place in the universal and

social orders. Consequently, there is no abso-

lute morality. More is expected of those

higher in the spiritual and caste hierarchy in

terms of orthodoxy and ritual practice.

Right" lies in conformity to the cosmic

order. A man who lives according to his social

position and in harmonv with the universe ac-

quires the spiritual force of truth, which is

moral and nonviolent. This force ("satva-

graha") is ultimately superior to physical

torce in the establishment of a harmonious

society. In a system of relative ethics, the aim

of law is not justice defined in some absolute

terms, but the restoration of harmony in soci-

ety. Actions cannot be divided into the good

and the evil, and there is no sharp difference

between offender and offended. Nor is it the

task of man to punish actions whose causes

he can never fully understand. Finai justice is

meted out by the cosmic law of karma.

3.3 Inclusivism and Tolerance Cultural plural-

ism and ethnic relativism are inclusive—they

accept a diversity of thought and action in the

same world without demanding conformity to

a single standard. People pride themselves in

their own unique cultures. Individuals can

simultaneously follow several apparently con-

tradictory courses ot action without inconsis-

tency. Closely tied to inclusivism is a spirit of

tolerance, in which each must respect the

cultural differences of others and not seek to

convert them to his or her own wav of life.

4. Dharma or Functional Responsibility The uni-

verse and human society are organic wholes, in

which each part has a unique function to fill.

Or v as each caste and each individual fulfills its

responsibility or duty ("dharma") can the whole

operate smoothly. It is wrong to abandon one s

prescribed role and seek another. A person

should live on the level at which he was born,

and by fitting himself dispassionately into the

cosmic order, fulfill the task to which he was

destined.

4.1 limited Good There exists only a limited

amount ot all the desired things of life, such

as wealth, land, power, status, friendship,

and love, and there is no direct wav to in-

crease the quantities available tor all to use

(Foster, 1965). Therefore, one individual's

gain or advancement can only come at the ex-

pense of others. Since it is not always clear

who is losing, any significant attempt by some

to improve their social or economic situation

is seen as a threat to all individuals, to the

community as a whole.
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with the problems of food, shelter, health, protection, and everyday so-

cial activities. They are interested in relatives and friends, in entertain-

ment and the enjoyment of life. It is this fact, that there is much in

common in human experiences around the world, that makes cross-

cultural communication at all possible.

ropology and other world views

Cultural differences are found at all levels of human behavior and

belief, but none seem so great or so difficult to bridge as the differences

among world views. An anthropologist can study houses in another

society and learn how to construct them without upsetting his own
explanatory models of the world. He can discuss the structure and
operation of kinship systems with the people among whom he works

with a large measure of understanding and possibly even agreement.

But when he studies their religious systems and world views, he faces

differences that challenge his own basic postulates and raise important

questions about the methods and models he. himself, is using.

Cross-cultural understanding

If people from different cultures disagree on the basic assumptions

they use to organize their conceptual worlds, can they ever really un-

derstand one another? And what methods can they use when they try to

do so? Suppose, for example, that a person in a different society te'ls

us that his illnesses are due to demons, and that he has actually seen

them. What are we to make of it?

Obviously, we must avoid the ethnocentric temptation to judge the

person and conclude that he is ignorant and foolish, without first

trying to understand him in terms of his own cultural concepts and val-

ues. But the answer to our question is not so simple. In trying to under-

stand another culture, the outsider can observe human behavior and
products, but he cannot see ideas and postulates. These he can only

infer from the acts and comments of the people. There may be no infor-

mant who will, or even can. verbalize the basic assumptions of a cul-

ture. for these are not necessarily explicit ideas in the minds of the peo-

ple themselves. These are the "givens” that the people take for granted,

often without question or examination. If an anthropologist must de-

pend on inference to arrive at his abstract conclusions, what do we
mean when we say that he knows something about that culture?

Moreover, anthropologists carry their own sets of concepts. Should
they describe other cultures in terms of these or in terms of the cul-

tures’ own concepts and values? As we have seen earlier, both etic and
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- Sam H. Moffett

The subject tonight is "The Ancient Church and its Cultural
Environment", the second in a series which has already ably covered,
un x .r /lOi > Do row, the New Testament church. So by the term "ancient
churcn" let us reier to the post-bov Testament, post- apostolic period#
x will date it roughly from 64 to o4U a»b,, although i an aware that
the last of the apostles may have live.] until as lato as 90 A.L),, and
that some people data tho beginning of the Middle Ages as early as

^ A • D • 1 tile traditional date of the end of empire in dome.

but let ue stretch a point and study with you tonight the
church and the world from 64 to 640, from hero to Mohammed, from
the martyrdom of Paul (traditionally in 64) to the first beach-head of
the faith in China in 635 and the beginning of its eclipse at the other
end of Asia as Islamic Arabs conquered Persia in 640, There is a
certain justification for considering that whole period as a unit,

lr; secular history it is the period between the consolidation of the

uoraan Enptrdwr under the early Emperors, and its breakdown under the

last ..Oman rulers of the best. In church history, it is the period

bet; een two times of c\jf.)icially significant transition: at tho beginning,

the transition from first to second generation Christians when believers

who had never seen Jesus took over the leadership of the church from the

apostles; and at the end, the transition from early to mediaeval

Christianity in the west, and from early Christianity to Mohammedan

victory in the east.

So the period of time from 64 to 640 is not an unnatural
. «

segment of time to study as one piece, but it is an amazingly complex

period, so let us look first at the major characteristics of that

world of the ancient church,

THE ;,C.XD OF THE AnClSn? CHUaJII (44-to 640 Ar»r) Vp f 1 gaW,!

reat empires.

was controlled by three huge empires— the ..oman

Tim power of the age

the Persian and tho

Cijiiiose, The rest of the world did not count for much, northern

Europe and Africa were still tribal, the Americas were unknown, Even

India, though rich, was divided among many local kingdoms and united

oi.iy for a while, arid then only in tho north, undn^jth fiuptas. Of

these three Empires, in the period we av«* studying, ^mm became officiall;

Jin’istian. That was Uie one in the West', Home, 'IHio two in Asia Ato»l

'. 'r- not converted, Persia was evangel in *-l{ At pv en developed a strong

missionary church.

hi? .."'{if

i'
1 ! h;

said remark at
r'

cimrcn, but the Persian church could not win

i its homeland for .Jesus Jhrif t. 4. in the third Snpire, wa
’

;.-c .1 / touche 1 for Christ at the v« ry mi l of Ibis period, and that first i i

f riv trail mission in China too soon dluappi

ijL
1

gR|
:

not win .,

a only •

I

1

-

. 1. 11 J.W
1

>>j u/u, uu... v.,at first •

arud almost without a trace. <m,p
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Tims in the west the church prevailed over itsimperial*
*

political environment. ltome persecuted the Christians, but tho Cnrlstiaps
conquered home, in the East, however, in Asia, empires proved stronger
than the church. Tills difference between East and West in that early
encounter of the church and state has had enormous historical consequences,
Europe, where Empire was won to Christ more than loOO years ago is still
the most Christian of continents— 02,0 Christian, ^ But Asia, where
evangelization failed in any significant way to affect the centers of
primary political power, is today the least Christian continent in the
world—only 2% Christian,

V.T
,

Eut it is dangerous to carry that line of argument too far.

For example, it car be pointed out that there were two whole nations
in Asia which became Christian even before dome in the West, But the

results were of mixed significance, historically. The first, according
to some evidences, ua3 Osrhoene with its capital at Edessa, a little

border kingdom between the great empires of dome anl Persia at the

bend of the diver Euphrates, it may have become officially Christian,

under a ging named Abgar, as early as 200 A.D., which is a hundred

years before the conversion of Constantine, But the conversion of

Csrhoene has made little J. npression on .world history* That early

Eyrian Christianity lias virtually disappeared. To the north of Odessa

ar.d also in Asia minor lay a larger Uinjdo i, Armenia, It became

Christian under its king, Tiridat m-:, about tho year I'O, Again, the

result, historically, ha? been inconclusive, for although in the main

Armenians have !:*•;) t the f lith and . till tend to be predominantly

Jhricti .an despite inor ’i.ll national tragedies, t!. ;omitry itself

has lost,its identity. There is no Christian Armenia to 'ay, for there

is no Ai’ :c-;:ia.
A

2, It was an age of war. dome was the strongest power on
earth, but it wa^iiscovering to its surpiise that it takes more than an

army to keep the world at peace. At the edges of its strength, on the
far borders— even during the famous pax xomana (doman peace)— there
was always war. what Vietnam and Angola have been to the world today, 1

the britisn isles and Armenia were to .tome in those first centuries of
the Cnristian church— always in turmoil, draining away the military
strength of the Enpire. Rooe could ill afford such a drain on its
resources for the unending conflict with its major enemy, imperial
Persia, demanded constant vigilance. For 5^0 years dome and Persia
fought to a stalemate, dome could not ^conquer Persia, though it often
defeated it, and Persia could not conquer dome though it captured even

xonan emperors, in the end, both empires fell, but not to each other,

it was the Germans who over- ran nome, and the Arabs who conquered Persia,

it should not be forgotten that only half of Rome foil, the Western

1. Tiie sometimes quoted statement that batin America is 94, £ Christian

does not disorove this statement. Latin America's 94, o i3 a softer, less
* C /

realistic figure than Eirop' s b2y, though both refer to noiainal Christians.
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half. Constantinople and the Eastern Homan Enpire endured f<

thousand years.

i|

i.:

War, like politios from which it is inseparable, has Aud-

its consequences in the church, it is only necessary to trace on a

nap geographically the divisions of the Christian church in this
period to discover the unhappy truth that church sohisma/nay have been
shaped as much by wars and national rivalries as by theological
differences. Four examples will suffice; Catholic Horae, Orthodox
Constantinople, liestorian Persia and the Arian arbarian frontier.

Christian faith and ended the persecution of Christians in the West,

almost immediately in 3^0 the Sassanid emperors in the east began to

persecute Christians in Persia. What was good for Home, they thought,

must be bad for Persia. Moreover, because the boundary between Home

and Persia, though often shifting was never broken, the church on the

Persian side (which we call Nestorian) was, by the fifth centuryf'/i^

becoming separated permanently from the church on the Roman side

(which we call Catholic). The separation was only secondarily theo-

logical. Twentieth- century studies, notably by Be thune- Baker, have

shown that the Uestorian3 were far more orthodox that their early

Catholic adversaries wore ever willing to give then; credit for.

to Constantinople, the better to defend his empire against Persia,

the resulting division into an Eastern (Constantinople) Empire and

a Western (.tome) Snpire as surely produced the separation of the

church of the west into a Homan Catholic and Eastern Orthodox sections

as the minor theological differences over which the two churches

quarreled, in the end, you remember, only one comparatively unimportant

clause of the creed divided them. Constantinople said the Spirit

proceeds from the Father; Home insisted that He proceeds from the

Father and the Son ( filioque ). Obviously that wa3 not the real point

of division.

Eastern Orthodox, was shaped by the fortunes of war. In the West the

emperor fell. Ever since Constantine, Popes had acknowledged the

authority of the emperor even in ecclesiastical matters. Augu stine

acltnowilecigiH that church councils could not be called "without the

command and will of Princes" (Kidd, Hist, ill, p. 131) Mow there was

no emperor in the west, and the pope rose to fill the power vacuum.

What a contrast to Constantinople. The nope In nome, dictatorial, in-

dependent and politically powerful, rebuked kings and awed barbarians,

jac In Constantinople to the east, the patriarch, still under the shadow

of a reigning, undefeated emperor, became subservient to the state.

When Home* s Constantine the Great in 313 embraced the (T iJeA

Again, when in 330 Constantine moved his capital from Home

Even the character of those two churches, Homan Catholic and
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might orj in shock at the sight, 11 The whole wo rid has perished in one
Jity. (op. cit. p. 44), but Augustine, more balanced, beheld in the
disaster the hand of God and pointed out how much greater would have
been the slaughter and cruelty had not the Goth3 been Christians, (though
Arian Christians), who spared the 'churches and all who took refuge in
them. ( City of God , 1. vii).

The Goths were Arian 3 primarily because the first missionary
to the Goths, Ulfilas, had been Arian. hut the reason they remained
Arian was they they were outside the Homan Sipire, Within the empire,
after the Council of hicaea ( 325), the Arian heresy was wiped out by
a combination of theological argument ( Athanasius, and the Cappadocians)
and political pressure ( the emperors Constans, and Theodosius), Outside .

the empire, however, theology alone without imperial power to enforce

it was powerless persuade the Goths to renounce the theological
error of their ways, it took the conversion of a barbarian king to

Catholicism and the power of his Catholic sword to start the tide

moving against heresy beyond the frontier. Tho king was Clovis of

the Franks, the founder of the city of Paris, and once again war
changed the course of church history. With the victory of Catholic

Frank over Arian Visigoth in 5°7, the power of the Goths began to

decline and their heresy lost its sting.

Summary : war and empire are only two facets of one great power center facing the an-

cient church: the State. Condensed and over- simplified the results of encounter between
church and state in this period may be stated: 1, in Chinp, empire ignored the church.

2. in Persia, empire crushed the church. 3. In Eastern Rome (Const.) the church converted
the empire, but empire absorbed the church. 4. in W. Rome church converted empire and took

its places.—I 3. l_t was an age ol uneasy extremes ol wealth and poverty, v4<l<*
Tne Emperor hero could spend the equivalent of *£175,000 on Egyptian

+
roses for just one of his lavish banquets, yet one out of every three
or four persons in Home was a slave. As Home's wealth increased, its
virtue seemed to disappear. The cities decayed. Women were warned
to stay off the streets of Home at night. Every pleasure and vice
was available. The Persian Empire, in Asia, was even more notorious
than Rome both for wealth and vice, its royal courts were the most
extravagantly luxurious the world has ever known. One chamber in the
palace had a vaulted roof made entirely of sapphires, sparkling brighter
than the blue sky outdoors. The throne was carved from one massive
blocit of gold resting on giant rubies. The crown the Persian emperor
wore was so heavy with jewels it had to be supported by golden wires
from the ceiling. In the worid of the intellect, as well, the same
extremes of wealth and poverty were shockingly juxtaposed. The schools
of Athens, the library of Alexandria, rose like islands out of squalid,
illiterate slums. bM

(,|
lV< Wno li\<J

,

The attitude of early Christians to the world and its wealth,
its wisdom and its pleasures is not easy to define, it was more
complex than it might seem, and it began to change sharply after the
conversion of Home an 1 its emperor.
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Duo oi tne eariy popes, Salllstus, naa even neon a slave. But as nas
been pointed out by Oscjar Cullmann C'&iriy Snristlanity and Civilization
xn me &arx,y Uwch, p, o'/), tno judgment of the early church on the

world was neither complete hostility, nor absolute approval, nor pure
indifference, and it was based on theological convictions. Basically,
in the earliest period, that theological oonviotion rested on two
Christian assumptions which were somewhat in tension with each other.

The first was that the end of the world is not far away, therefore the
things of the world cannot be considered to be of any permanent value.
But second, the world was created by God for man to enjoy and control,
therefore as long as God allows the world to continue, Christians must
not despise his good gifts of creation. Moreover, since Christ is the

Lord of this world as well as of the next, and since the things of this

world belong to Him, they can be used for His glory. Christians, after
all, are in the world, though not of it, as even the anti-worldly
Tertullian pointed out:

"We are not Brahmins or Indian fakirs, nor do we live remote
in the woods. We despise none of God 1 s gifts, but we use them
with discretion and understanding. Moreover, in living in

this world, we make use of your forum, your meat market, your

baths, shops and workshops, your inns and weekly markets... We

go with you by sea, we are soldiers or farmers, we exchange

goods with you. But we do not join in your festivals to the

gods, we do not press wreaths upon our heads, we do not go to

plays, and we buy no incense from you... We prefer to give to

the poor in the streets than to the treasuries of the gods..."

( Apologeticum , 42)

The complexity of the Christian response can be seen, however,

in the fact that though Tertullian in this quotation seems to be

arguing for considerable acceptance of the ways of the world about

him, he is actually the foremost example of early Christianity'

s

radical rejection of national and secular cultural influence. "J.

That

was^one early Christian response to Its environment. The olassio

contrast is between Tertullian (150-225 A.D.) and Clement of

Alexandria (182-251 A.D. ). it Is a contrast between a negative and

a positive Christian attitude to the church's non-Christian environment.

Tertullian of Carthage was the first of the church fathers

to write in Latin. The son of heathen parents, and trained as a

lawyer, he became a Christian late, when he was middle-aged. Brilliant,

extreme, argumentative, a "puritan of the puritans", his fanaticism

finally carried him outside the established Catholic church into the

schismatic Montanist heresy. But not even that error could erase his

abiding influence on church doctrine and practice, particularly in the

west, where as a genuine, Latin- speaking westerner and an absolute,

narrow but completely committed Christian his appeal was enormous.

He was utterly contemptuous of any values, beauties /or

truths outside the law of Cod and the Christian faith. He went so far

as to reject even reason itself, apart from revelation, (in that

respect he anticipates the irrationalism of today' s Christian existen-

tialists, tnough his legalism would be anathema to them). His most
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famous saying is "1 believe because it is absurd" (credo quia absurdum),
although that is not quite what he said. What he actually wrote was:

"The Son of God died: it is absolutely worthy of belief ba-
canse it is absurd. And having been buried he rose again:
it is certain because it is impossible. " (On the Flesh of
Christ, 5)

All the Christian needs is faith, insisted Tertullian. 'flie truths of
Greek philosophy, the beauty of classical poetry and art, the riches of
the ages— all were as nothing to Tertullian.

"Wretched Aristotle I " he cried, ",/hat has Jerusalem to
do with Athens.... Away with all projects for a 'S

A
oio', a

'Platonic 1 or a 'dialectic' Christianity I ... " (On the Pre-

scription of Heretics
, 7)

WJ-O J

He stands as a pioneer of "pure" Christianity, zealously guarding the
faith from impure mixture with the world, and the church from contami-
nation by its non-Christian environment.

,
. _ .

*;*>. . .1 u u ^ , , ,

c^Uo A ttu ‘b*Ut uiy Uu* lukitL* W :
fWu-Krbvw rtvi/

^ L w Clement of Alexandria (182-251 A.D. ) is very different. He
is the early champion of a' '•'broad" Chi’istianity. Like Tertullian he
was born of heathen parents and was converted in middle age, but
there any similarity between the fiery lawyer and the charming
philosopher ends. Tertullian was kaiin Homan, Clement a Greek, a

citizen of the most important Greek city in the empire. Tertullian'

s

legalistic mind was impatient with the subtleties and questions of
metaphysics. Clement, the philosopher, was completely at home in the

intellectual center of the Hellenistic world, Alexandria. Tertullian

was an ascetic. Clement preached moderation. 'The body is not to be

despised, he wrote, and it is better to be married than unmarried,

Esnn wealth is not to be despised, he said, explaining the incident

of Jesus and the rich young ruler as teaching the young man not to

give up his money but to change 1:1s attitude toward it and use it

properly, i.e. for others.

This emphasis on proper use is the key to Clement' s attitude

toward the non-Christian environment. Hie tolerant position is in

sharp contrast to Tertullian' s sharp rejection, demerit shows no

hostility towards philosophy and reason and culture. AH have their

place in God' s good providence, and properly used will enrich rather

than destroy Christianity. They aro not substitutes for the revealed

.*ord of God, just as reason is no substitute for faith— faith will

always be necessary for salvation— but the good, the true and the

beautiful, wherever found can not only be enjoyed by the Christian

but caii be used by Christians to bring non-Christians one step nearer

to God on the road to faith, in one famous passage he writes thus

of philosophy, for examples >

"Philosophy was necessary for the* Greeks for righteousness

until the coming of the Lord, Aid now it assists towarJ

true religion a 3 a kind of preparatory training lor those

who arrive at faith by way of demonstration. For 'Thy foot

shall not stumble' if thou attribute to Providence all good,

whether it belongs to the Greeks or to us. For God is the

source of ail good things; of some primarily, as of

and new Testaments; of others by consequence, as of

philosophy, but it may b
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was given to the Greeks immediately and primarily, until the
Lord should call the Greeks, For philosophy was a 1 school-
master' to bring the Greek mind to Ghrist, as the Law
brought the Hebrews. Thus philosophy was a preparation,
paving the way towards perfection in Ghrist." (Stromateis, 1, v. 28)

As with Tertullian and Clement in the west, sc in Asia can be
seen much the same kind of clash of opinions regarding the church 1 s

attitude to the world. The two protagonists in the church of the east
were Tatian and Dardaisan, in the early period.

Tatian (110-175 ? A.D. ) is the Asian fertuliian, as Asiatic
as Tertullian was Latin. 11 1 am an Assyrian", he says proudly.
Trained in Greei philosophy, he reacted against western ways and
returned to Asia to work out his Christian convictions in his homeland.
He may even have founded the first seminary in Asia, a "school in the
midst of the rivers", i.e. between the Tigris and the Euphrates, He is
immensely proud of Asian culture. Everything good in the west, he claims,
vdth some exaggeration, comes from Asia; Greek astronomy from Babylon,
the alphabet from Phoenicia, its poetry and music from Phrygia, the >,

postal system from Persia. Even its purest religion, Christianity,
came from Asia, and is older and truer than all the philosophies and
crude religious myths of the Greeks. ( Address to the Greeks , 1,4,21,31)
But surprisingly, in the end, Tatian turns his back on the world and
its achiev-ements. His rejection was more radical even that that of
Tertullian. He calls on Christians to deny the flesh and the world of
matter— to give up meat, wine, possessions and even marriage, for sex
itself is sinful. He became the father of the an ora 1

' ites , Gnostic
ascetics and strange Syrian monks who loft the world of men for the

deserts, chaining themselves to rooks, walling themselves up in caves,

even setting themselves on fire.

bardaisan (155-222 A.D.) was just the opposite. He was an

Edessene nobleman, sportsman, friend of the king, a poet and philosopher

who thoroughly enjoyed the luxuries of hi s position. His theology was

a theology of freedom, not restraint. God made man free and good, arid

commands him to do nothing he cannot do. Six is not sin but to be

enjoyed, it is, in fact, purifying, diluting the amount of darhness

in the world. ( Dialogue on Fate ). Where Tatian fled from the world;

bardaisan embraced it so completely he stepped across the line into

Gnosticism and syncretism. He began to love the world, perhaps, more

than Christ, and in his search for knowledge and love of culture he

committed the besetting sin of the sync,retists« a willingness to adapt

the faith so far that it loses its Christian identity. Oriental

astrology, Greek philosophy, sub- Christian Gnosticism, Persian magic

and Hellenistic science all fought in his mind vdth the Christian

faith to find a place within his system of thought, and in the and they

destroyed him.

i
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inclusion . In pitting church against state in the earlier
section of this lecture, and Tertullian against Clement, or Tatian
against bardaisan in the later section, perhaps 1 have committed the
error of suggesting that in the unending debate oifl the relationship
of the church to its environemant, the Christian is always faced with
a simple choice between two alternatives: rule with Caesar, or die
with the martyrs; <mt flee the world with Tertullian and Tatian, or
accept it with Clement and Bardaisan. in actuality, of course, the
issues are incredibly more complicated and the choices innumerable.

The best analytical description of the infinite ways in which
Christians havo responded to the environment is in a series of lectures
given by Brof. Richard Niebuhr of Yale in 1949 at Austin Presbyterian
Theological Seminary, later published as a book under the title Christ
and Culture (1951). He lists five typical answers to the question of
how Christ is related to the world as they have been given down through
church history by Christians who want to follow the One but must of
necessity live in the other* Let me use his framework as structure for a conclusion.

1. Christ against culture.

2. The Christ of culture.

3. Christ above culture.

4.

Christ and culture in paradox.

5. Christ tli o transformer of culture.

1. Christ against cultu re. This type of answer emphasizes
opposition between Christ and culture, between the church and its environ-
ment. it was perhaps the most common answer in the earlier part of the
the period we are discussing, .it is found, even earlier, in Paul’s
collision with the Judaizer3 «uic^*with Christian separation from the
Jewish culture. It is found, in the pro- Constantinian empire, not
only In the Christian rejection of emperor-worship, but also during
the persecutions in a general estrangement of Christians from mo so of

the Graeco-Roman culture. Typical examples, as we have seen, are Tertullian

in the west, Tatian in the east, and the monks and hermits of both east

and west. Asian monasticism was more radically anti- culture, in the

west, the monks retreatod physically and spiritually from the world,

but not intellectually, and after the collapse of Rome thc^ managed to

preserve much of the best of classical culture.

2. The Christ of 'Culture . This solution of the problem

emphasizes few* h armonjg between church and environment, Niebuhr calls it

"accommodation Christianity", it makes Jesus the hero of human culture

and history— the great miracle worker, or the great educator, or the

great liberator, or the great religious leader, but to do so, it makes

its own selective judgments about what is most important in civilization,

and about who Christ really is. In so’ riiaw# doing, it exalts reason

above revelation, it adapts Christ to culture, picking from the revels

tion of Christ in the Bible only those parts which fit what is considered

best in culture— the miracles, perhaps, without Christ's ethical and

social teachings, or conversely, the Sermon on the iiount, perhaps, without

the gospel of salvation, .examples in the early church are found in the

many apocryphal Gospels and Acts of the Apostles, for instance, John, in

the ACTS of John, supernaturally drives the bed-bugs out of an inn ir»

which he is sleeping— a strangely meaningless miracle, in its extreme o')



^
* form it became the heresy of the Gnostics who, like Bardaisan, adapted

*'

the church to the world by distorting Christ and synoretizing the
gospel. But it can also be seen in different guise in Catholic and
Orthodox Christianity after Constantine when the ohurch, though it
converted the empire, adapted itself to the ways of empire in uses
of wealth and power that would have seemed dangerously incompatible
with the gospel to hew Testament Christ’ ans,

3. Christ abov e Culture (the Synthesists), This solution
rejects both opposition and accommodation between the gospel and the

world, )ant findlajthe answer in a supernatural synthesis, it recognizes
(like group 2) that Christ is "the fulfillment of cultural aspirations
and the restorer of. .true society," and that therefore culture cannot be
arbitrarily rejected. But it goes further, it also recognizes that (like group 1)

"Christ is discontinuous as well as continuous with social life and its
culture," and therefore cannot be plastically accommodated to the
world. In the Christian faith the solution comes from outside} God
became man that man might find union with God} He came into the world
aid blessed it aid fulfilled it. The best example of this line of thought

in the ancient church, as we have seen, was Clement of Alexandria. There
are two forms of this position. Before Constantine, as with Clement, ‘the

emphasis was on the culture of Christians
,

that is, enriching the ohurch
through proper use of its environmental heritage. After Constantine, as the

church accepted social responsibility, the emphasis becane the Christianiza-

tion of culture
, iiiebuhr points out. Later it becomes the position of Thomism.

4. Christ aid Culture in Paradox (the Dualists). This solution
sees the church aid its environment as linked, but always in tension.

Paradoxically, Christ aid culture both have valid authority for the

Christian, yet Christ aid culture are in opposition to each other. The
dualists, says iiiebuhr, "refuse to accommodate the claims of Christ to

those of a secular society as. .men in the second (jhrist ab&e culture) aid

third (Christ above culture) groups do. So they aVe li^e the 'Christ against
culture' believers, yet differ from them in the conviction that obedience to

God requires obedience to the institutions of society. .as well as obedience

to a Christ who sits in judgment on that sooiety". (p, 42) There is no clear

exanple of this in our period, iiiebuhr sees hints of it in Paul, aid its

clearest expression in Luther's theology of the two kingdoms (God's and the.

world's). Perhaps the closest to it in the aioient ciiurch is the heretic

Marcion (ca. 150 A.D.) who in a confused way taught that Christiais in this

world must deal with two gods-- the bungling god of the Old Testament (the

god of this world), and the god of Paul's epistles aid the gospel of Luke

((the Father of Jesus Christ).

5.

Chris t the Transformer of Culture (the Conversionists). This

solution calls the church to traisform culture through Christ who converts

man in his culture aid society, not apar t from his environment, it

recognizes (like groups 1 aid 4) the tension between Christ aid all humai

institutions, for the world lias been perverted by sin. But it does not

reject culture (like group 1), nor wait for a supernatural resolution of

world history (like group 4). it actively seeks to change the v/orld.

The great example is Augustine, in his appropriation of all that is good

in humai culture as create! by God and therefore good,

ami not inherently evil though connoted by sin, Augustine resembles

Clement (group 3), but with one big difference. That is his insistence on

conversion. Clement sees the best of culture as preparation for the gospel,

Augustine agrees, but adds that even the best must be converted. Conversion begins

with the oa'an (as he mnvinulv testifies in his own Confession!
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X
EARLY ASIAN ATTEMPTS TO FORMULATE A CHRISTIAN CULTURE

\ , Acts} Seminar, May 28, 1979
Samuel Hugh Moffett

Introduction

Three presuppositions in the Christian approach to culture:
Purpose. Possibility. Hope.

Three common Christian attitudes to culture:

Indifference. Hostility. Approval.

I. Qumran , A Pre-Christian Asian Model. (BC 140-70 AD)

1 1

.

Two Asian Christian Pil grims i n Search of a^ Model .

1. Tatian (ca. 110-180 AD): An Asian Puritan's Pilgrimage.
Journey to the west, study under Justin Martyr
Rejection of the west, Address to the Greeks
Retreat from Asian culture, the "school" of Tatian.

2. Bardaisan (ca. 154-220 AD): A 'Renaissance' Man in 2nd Century Asia.

Personal conversion, intellectual originality, social aristo-
cracy, cross-cultural curiosity and theological syncretism.

III. Three Asian Models .

1. The Retreat from Culture: the Hermit on the Holy Hill. (3rd, 4th c.)

Eastern asceticism, and the rejection of marriage.
The Sons and Daughters of the Covenant.
Positive aspects: missionary dynamic and monasticism.
Historical development: from solitary hermit, to groups of

cells ( laura ) , to monasteries ( coenobium )

.

2. The Shaping of Culture: the Bishop in the "Blessed City". (4th to 6th c.)

Jacob of Nisibis (d. 363 AD)

Edessa, "the blessed city", and the first Christian state.
Nisibis, the intellectual and theological center of Nestorianism.

3. The Christian Ghetto: Asian Christianity Under Islam (from 635 AD)

Pagan conquest, the determinative factor in Asian church history.
The ghetto: the dhimmi (or melet) system.
The Covenant of Umar (634-644 AD)

.

Isolation from culture; influence on culture; and decline.
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